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INTRODUCTION 

 

Welcome to the 2012 English Graduate Student Association (EGSA) Conference 

Proceedings. The conference, already in its third year, took place on the thirteenth of April in 

DePaul University’s new Arts and Letters Hall at the Lincoln Park campus. We were honored to 

have Iraqi writer Mahmoud Saeed, author of Saddam City and The World through the Eyes of 

Angels, as our keynote speaker.  

The association owes a great amount of thanks to the English Department of DePaul 

University for their generous support, and specifically to Dr. John Shanahan, director of the 

undergraduate English department, and Dr. Craig Sirles, associate chair of the English 

department.  

As is the case every year, the papers presented at the conference were consistent in 

excellence. Forty-three graduate and undergraduate students presented original works of literary 

criticism, creative fiction, non-fiction and poetry. From these impressive offerings, six critical 

papers, four fiction pieces, and selections from two poets were chosen for publication in the 

proceedings. Overall, regardless of genre, the featured authors’ treatments of a wide range of 

concerns are pertinent and relevant, thought-provoking and lingering. Please enjoy. 
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Anna Dron 

 

Hawthorne and Human Nature 

 

 

Nathaniel Hawthorne provides access to his ideas of the human condition in his short 

stories, “Young Goodman Brown” and “The Minister’s Black Veil.” In these stories, Hawthorne 

has his protagonists exhibit Puritan values while the townspeople seem to enjoy pleasure instead 

of living in complete fear of God and each other. Using this theme, Hawthorne portrays Puritans 

as those who represent static forces, as opposed to the townspeople, whose dynamic undertones 

seem to be more in agreement with Hawthorne’s views that we are inherently good and evil. As 

defined by Peckham’s “Toward a Theory of Romanticism,” Goodman Brown and Hooper are 

static forces because they try and preserve “perfection, changelessness, uniformity, rationalism” 

(Readings 10). They both meet resistance from dynamic forces represented by the townspeople, 

who engage both with pious events but still interact with one another in the forest, finding God 

within each other, not just through religion and abandonment of the physical body. According to 

Peckham, relationships “are the object of contemplation and study” (Readings 21) in 

Romanticism and so the townspeople and the devil are representatives of dynamic organicism 

because they choose to form relationships, not separate themselves. Rather than engage with the 

town in the forest to build community over the idea that everyone is evil, Brown isolates himself 

until death, just as Hooper physically isolates himself by wearing a black veil which “entirely 

concealed his features, except the mouth and chin” (30). When the protagonists of the stories 

meet dynamic forces, however, a clash occurs. Hawthorne uses the duality of the city and the 

forest in “Young Goodman Brown” as settings that harbor these divergent philosophies. 

 In the city, the townspeople “looked devoutly heavenward…from the holiest pulpits in 

the land” (199), but in the forest, people are “taken into communion” with the devil where evil is 

proclaimed as the “nature of mankind” (201). Brown seeks to be in community with those who 
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exhibit values of static mechanism—values that he thinks should be the nature of mankind— and 

which he assumes are values that his wife, his catechist, ancestors, and minister all adopt as their 

own.  

On his way to the forest, Brown is “about to turn a corner by the meeting-house” but 

instead looks back at Faith and sees her the way she appears perfectly in his mind: as a “blessed 

angel on earth” who, if he clings to her skirts, will lead him to heaven (193). He fails to see 

Faith’s desires as a human being and sees only her perfectly made-up appearance. Thus, he 

experiences no change and proceeds into the forest, seeing it as a “dark” place with “dreary” 

roads with the “gloomiest trees” (193), rather than the place where he can free his spirit like the 

minister does, who prefers that night’s meeting to an ordination dinner (197).  

Brown passes a “crook of the road,” and the devil reveals himself to the young man, 

carrying with him a staff that “bore the likeness of a great black snake, so curiously wrought, that 

it might almost be seen to twist and wriggle itself, like a living serpent” (193). The snake, 

according to Peckham’s theory, would represent dynamic values, particularly because the snake 

might represent the unconscious—that which is deepest within a human’s soul: the id. The snake 

is the dynamic link between characters in the story. Similarly, in “The Minister’s Black Veil,” 

the bell connects the community together, but at “the first glimpse of the clergyman’s [Hooper] 

figure,” the bell stops (26). The bell is the dynamic symbol, albeit brief, that signifies change, 

and becoming—all values of the dynamic—but it stops with the minister. The devil’s 

connections to the people becomes greater as the staff reveals to others who he is; old lady 

Goody Cloyse, Brown’s catechist, recognizes the devil when he “put forth his staff and touched 

her withered neck with what seemed the serpent’s tail,” and then leans on it to confirm his 

identity. Brown does not see who the devil is speaking to, and it is the serpent that illuminates 

the woman’s face. Brown is shocked to see that it is the woman who taught him catechism. The 

woman who provided the foundation for his static lifestyle was engaging in a dynamic 
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atmosphere of imperfection (Readings 23), where she doesn’t need to be good or pious all the 

time. This deeply shatters Brown’s belief of the good of the townspeople, and he is challenged to 

choose whether he wants to interact with this forest community or retain only the values of the 

city; the devil walks him into the DMZ. 

Critic Hywel Lewis, in “Solitude in Philosophy and Literature,” says that “No one is 

more lonely than in ultimate moral choice. Here one is wholly on one’s own” (Readings 78). 

This proves true when Brown tries to figure out his own moral nature, by himself. In his 

confusion, he tries to create his own walking stick—something he creates that he can control, but 

the moment his fingers touch the twigs of a maple branch, “they became strangely withered and 

dried up” (196), suggesting that, when in the forest, he must surrender to the forces within the 

forest; he cannot control what is there. The devil recognizes this and leaves his staff with Brown. 

The devil challenges Brown to “move along” (196), deeper into the forest—deeper into 

the dynamic, just as Reverend Mr. Clark attempts to “reveal the mystery of so many years” (91) 

by removing the minister’s veil before death, by accepting that everyone is evil and this evil 

should be known. Both refuse, however.  

Certain he’s resisting the dynamic forces of the devil and the forest successfully, 

however, Brown “[applauds] himself greatly,” thinking about with “how clear a conscience he 

should meet the minister…nor shrink from the eye of good old Deacon Gookin” (197). He is 

careful not to resist temptation for the sake of resisting evil, but because he is afraid of 

disappointing those in the city that appear to be perfect, or static, like he thinks they are. 

Furthermore, Brown is static because he tries to maintain his reputation, his family name; if he 

were dynamic, he would be embracing change. This is not so, as he tells the devil, “My father 

never went into the woods on such an errand, nor his father before him. We have been a race of 

honest men and good Christians” (194). The devil quickly corrects him, however, reasserting the 

power he has had over the Puritans: “I have been as well acquainted with your family as with 
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ever a one among the Puritans; and that’s no trifle to say” (194). In other words, Brown cannot 

escape from the fact that his family’s name, and those of others he has come to admire, has been 

“smeared” with evil, too. 

With the devil’s dynamic staff by his side, he sees Deacon Gookin and the minister 

conversing in the forest, and looks up into the sky, “doubting whether there really was a Heaven 

above him” (197). Brown is in the very middle of the DMZ at this point, being pulled in different 

directions—right in the middle of the clash between the static and dynamic forces. He clings 

onto Faith, however, like he promised he would: “With Heaven above, and Faith below, I will 

yet stand firm against the devil!” (198). Faith is the last hope he has for complete and perfect 

goodness in the world. When she decides to join in community with the rest of the townspeople, 

Brown not only “loses” his wife, but he also loses all “faith” in the world (198). 

The wind laughs at his static resistance (198), but Brown is determined to laugh louder. 

“On he flew, among the black pines, brandishing his staff with frenzied gestures…now shouting 

forth such laughter, as set all the echoes of the forest laughing like demons around him” (199). In 

Brown’s effort to laugh louder than the dynamic forces—the wind, that which always makes 

things change—the entire forest echoes back with greater power, drowning him, and his 

staticism, out. Similarly, the minister’s black veil is a means of controlling the emotions of those 

around him: “he became a man of awful power over souls that were in agony for sin” (80). To 

have power over another human being is a characteristic of staticism.  

In the forest, the people share each other’s “secret deeds” (201), which is the last straw 

for Brown. He runs out of the forest and finds himself “amid calm night and solitude, listening to 

a roar of the wind, which died heavily away through the forest” (202). As Brown leaves the 

forest, then, it seems that he leaves the dynamic forces, entering instead again to a static realm. 

He turns the corner by the meeting-house this time, where he sees Faith again, but this time in a 

completely opposite light than he had seen her before; now, he passes her without a greeting 
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(202). Hooper, on the other hand, is so absorbed within his static realm that even the dynamic 

doesn’t bother to penetrate the walls of his world anymore: “the children fled from his approach, 

breaking up their merriest sports, while his melancholy figure was yet afar off” (76). The 

innocence of children is purely dynamic, and if they are fleeing from Hooper, he must have 

really cut himself off from the rest of the world.  

According to Lewis, “we absorb into our own nature the influences which make us what 

we are” (Readings 78). If Faith, the catechist, the minister, Deacon, and Brown’s entire family 

weren’t as perfect as they seemed, it makes sense that Brown broke down: he doesn’t know who 

he is by the end of the story. Because of it, he becomes a “stern, a sad, a darkly meditative, a 

distrustful, if not a desperate man” (202).  He completely rejects the dynamic organicism that 

would have been his community to join in the forest, just as Hooper stands apart from his 

congregation. It is not until later that Hooper shows some kind of sadness about being separated 

from society, but even then he demands that he must wear it forever, “both in light and darkness, 

in solitude and before the gaze of multitudes” (65). He forsakes his relationships for the hope 

that he will be one with God, just as Brown ignores his community after the experience in the 

forest because the people would have steered him off the path he wanted to be on. Brown does 

not lean on the snake staff that shows him the truth of human nature. He does not accept Faith as 

a woman with desires who needs to visit the forest every now and then, and instead escapes to a 

“convenient world” of his own (Readings 78).  

 Ultimately, even though the dynamic forces in “Young Goodman Brown” seem to be 

more powerful since they welcome person after person into the community, Brown never 

embraces the dynamic. Instead, he sees “neither beauty nor goodness in the universe, nor any 

significance, nor any rationality”—all qualities that Peckham includes on his list of that which 

defines “negative romanticism” (Readings 26). Hawthorne’s “Young Goodman Brown” is a 
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work of negative romanticism because Brown never receives a “cosmic explanation” with which 

he is satisfied. He simply refuses to join in the community which he deems evil.  

 Brown’s “dying hour was gloom” and “no hopeful verse” was written on his tomb-stone. 

This paints a gloomy picture indeed, suggesting that Hawthorne sought to challenge his readers 

to see the necessity of “going into the forest” to be in community with other sinners—not simply 

accepting that what one sees is the actual, accurate portrait of a person. We are a mixture of good 

and bad; “we need the forest to survive in the city.” Brown and Hooper, however, see the town 

as an entity that separates them from God. According to them, people are bad, and God can only 

be reached if people are left out of the equation.  

 Because Hawthorne does not leave room for hope by the stories’ conclusions, it can be 

assumed that the way his protagonists live is not admirable. Hawthorne is able to make the 

devil—the one his readers would resist the most, including me—appear necessary for human 

development. When Brown resists the devil and returns to the town absolutely miserable and 

isolated, Hawthorne seems to be suggesting that humans need evil—and they need to see each 

other’s evil—to later live in a place (the city) where all can attempt to be good, together.   
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Julia Harding 

 

Justifying the Ways: The Kairos of Oratory and Pedagogy in Adam's and Satan's  

Conversations with Eve 

 

 

John Milton’s project in Paradise Lost, to “justify the ways of God to men,”
1
 certainly is 

no small task. Nestled among the complexities of this “justification” we find a central question: 

why does Satan succeed in persuading Eve while Adam fails? Much scholarship has attempted to 

answer this by looking to Eve’s rational capabilities and emotional responses, often in attempts 

to absolve her of culpability for the Fall. Other approaches instead blame Adam by suggesting 

that he does not fulfill his hierarchical responsibilities to mind Eve and explain to her God’s will 

for them. This paper proposes to address this question from a third perspective, attempting to 

redeem Adam from culpability by considering how Milton’s deliberate use of principles of 

rhetoric casts the differences between Satan’s and Adam’s persuasive techniques in the light of 

Adam’s unimpeachable virtue rather than his failures or shortcomings.  

 For insight into Milton’s sense of effective rhetorical strategy, it helps to look to 

Isocrates, a classical rhetorician with whom Milton was well acquainted.
2
 The “experience of 

Isocratic style is, as Isocrates meant it to be, almost hypnotic”;
3
 this is a quality to bear in mind 

when considering Satan’s seduction of Eve. While there are many distinctive features of Isocratic 

rhetoric, “[t]he main constraint on the orator was not a set of rules about how speeches ought to 

be put together, but that of kairos;” that is, a sense of appropriateness and attentiveness to an 

                                                 
1
 Milton, Paradise Lost I.26 

2
  William Pallister notes that Milton’s intellectual loyalty “remained anchored in the bonae 

litterae, the writings of ancient Greece and Rome. When he listed the most valuable writers on 

rhetoric to be studied in the scheme of his ideal curriculum, he included none of the many 

pedagogical texts that had been published in his own or in the preceding two centuries” (33). 
3
 Conley, p. 19 
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audience’s needs at any given time. 
4
 Isocrates describes this essential quality in his oration 

Against the Sophists: 

to choose from these elements those which should be employed for each subject, to join them 

together, to arrange them properly, and also, not to miss what the occasion demands but 

appropriately to adorn the whole speech with striking thoughts and to clothe it in flowing and 

melodious phrase — these things… are the task of a vigorous and imaginative mind.
5
 

 

This notion of an intuitive sense of kairos is the chief ground upon which we see Satan 

succeeding where Adam falters.   

 Satan’s ability to “read” Eve’s reactions and respond accordingly is perhaps the greatest 

strength he demonstrates in the temptation scene. He begins with an appeal to her vanity, 

assuming that because her beauty was powerful enough to render him, “Stupidly good, of enmity 

disarmed”,
6
 it might also have power to distract and disarm her. However, a talking snake proves 

far more interesting to Eve than her own beauty, which she has long since examined and 

accepted; as such, Satan’s first effort falls flat. He learns that Eve prefers an educational 

discussion about how “Language of man [can be] pronounced/By tongue of brute”.
7
 Ever 

obliging, the “guileful Tempter”
8
 makes his first kairotic adjustment by immediately fabricating 

a “lesson” to satisfy Eve’s curiosity and win her trust. His responsiveness to Eve’s inquiries 

begins to soothe her lingering frustrations with Adam; Satan indulges her still further by creating 

the illusion that she directs the course of the conversation. The serpent plays at innocence by 

responding to Eve’s questions about the tree with a nonchalant, seemingly kind offer of 

                                                 
4
 Conley, p. 20 

5
 Isocrates cites kairos consistently throughout his orations. See also Panathenaicus 34, “it 

behooves a man of taste...to preserve always the element of timeliness no matter on what subject 

he may have occasion to speak;” Antidosis 184, “those who most apply their minds to them and 

are able to discern the consequences which for the most part grow out of them, will most often 

meet these occasions in the right way;” and Panegyricus 9, “for the deeds of the past are, indeed, 

an inheritance common to us all; but the ability to make proper use of them at the appropriate 

time, to conceive the right sentiments about them in each instance, and to set them forth in 

finished phrase, is the peculiar gift of the wise” (9). 
6
 PL IX.465-466 

7
 PL IX.554 

8
 PL IX.567 
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assistance, saying: “if thou accept/My conduct, I can bring thee thither soon”.
9
 Eve, still smarting 

from her tiff with Adam, gets to make the decision to stay or to go. “Lead then,” she commands, 

enjoying a rare sense of empowerment.
10

 Satan’s rhetorical choices here entice and please Eve 

by building up the traits – confidence, independence, and rational choice –that Adam 

unintentionally disparages during the separation colloquy. In her analysis of Isocratic rhetoric, 

Erika Rummell emphasizes that “the image of words as charms or drugs has a long tradition in 

Greek literature. The effect of words was perceived either as negative, beguiling the soul and 

leading it astray, or as therapeutic, curing the soul of its ills and correcting its faults”.
11

 Satan 

here appears more successful than Adam at applying “healing words” to Eve’s fresh emotional 

wounds;
12

 however, the overall effect – because the words are Satan’s, and therefore, lies – is the 

beguiling, not the curing, of Eve.  

 When they arrive at the base of the tree, Satan makes another, drastic, readjustment of his 

oratorical style; while to this point he has played a slightly naïve, unthreatening, submissive 

character, he now rises up, as “some orator renowned/In Athens or free Rome, where 

eloquence/Flourished,” to make his final campaign.
13

 Eve cues him to this kairotic adjustment by 

her exclamation that, had she known this was the tree he had been talking about, she never would 

have come with him. Satan is not discouraged; rather, he persists in his seduction, perhaps 

trusting the Isocratic principle of persuasion that “oratory is of such a nature that it is possible to 

discourse on the same subject matter in many different ways...one must not shun the subjects 

upon which others have spoken before, but must try to speak better than they”.
14

 Even though 

Adam, the angels, and God have already told Eve about this tree, Satan recognizes that he too 

                                                 
9
 PL IX.629-630 

10
 PL IX.631 

11
 Rummell, p. 33 

12
 PL IX.290 

13
 PL IX.670-672 

14
 Isocrates, Panegyricus 7-8 
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has an opportunity to weigh in. Since Eve’s distracted reason has not kept pace with her yet 

virtuous intuition, she fails to recognize the obvious danger before her. Satan seizes this brief 

opportunity to bring his plan to fruition; moving quickly before Eve pieces everything together, 

Satan launches into a spontaneous oration expressing offense at God’s prohibitions toward Adam 

and Eve. This dramatic and impassioned “show of zeal and love/To man, and indignation at his 

wrong” excites Eve’s emotions;
15

 instead of pausing to “catch up” with what is unfolding around 

her, Eve becomes caught up in the momentum of his speech. More than just distracted from the 

truth by the serpent’s performance, “our credulous Mother” may also be intrigued by the 

questions that Satan poses which echo her own anxieties about God and His intentions for human 

happiness.
16

 While Adam criticized Eve’s questions and attempted to rectify her 

misunderstandings, Satan not only voices, but also validates her concerns.   

 Another area in which kairos plays a significant role for Milton is in the realm of 

pedagogy. As Michael Allen notes in his article on the echoes of Milton’s tract Of Education in 

scenes of pedagogy in Paradise Lost, an essential quality of the effective teacher is the ability to 

perceive the needs of the student and balance these with the demands of the lesson. Milton’s 

ideal pedagogue leads, draws, and catches the student by “art and proper eloquence,” which 

echoes the rhetorical principle of kairos. As Allen summarizes, for Milton good teaching is “not 

a matter of kindness or firmness, of seeking responses or providing information; good teaching 

is the art of balancing these needs in any given situation.” 
17

 

 While Allen does not turn this pedagogical lens specifically toward either Adam or Satan, 

this framework nonetheless helps our consideration of their respective conversations with Eve. 

Once again, we can see that Satan deftly applies these pedagogical principles to meet Eve’s 

emotional, psychological, and intellectual needs throughout the temptation; he demonstrates 

                                                 
15

 PL IX.665-666 
16

 see PL IX.322-341 
17

 Allen, p. 114 
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many of the strengths that Allen locates in the angel Raphael’s teaching, which he describes 

primarily in terms of “eloquence and personal charm:” 

Raphael not only establishes quick rapport, but satisfies Adam’s burning curiosity and 

surreptitiously warns Adam of his impending danger. Raphael graciously descends to the 

intellectual level of Adam’s first rather puerile question, (how can angels eat human food?), and 

provides Adam with the information he seeks; however, Raphael also uses Adam’s question to 

lead him to the contemplation of higher things. 

 

Satan’s temptation of Eve follows a similar trajectory: he flatters her to establish an early 

rapport; he responds effusively to her naïve question about how the serpent came to be “with 

human voice endu’d”;
18

 and he leads her by her curiosity to a deeper experience of “learning” 

when she tastes of the fruit of the “Tree/Of Knowledge, knowledge both of good and evil”.
19

 

Whereas Allen concludes that “Raphael is a pedagogical failure if judged pragmatically, for 

Adam ends up doing exactly what Raphael warns him against,”
20

 we might also find Satan to be 

a pedagogical success because Eve participates in and reacts to the lesson precisely as he has 

designed.  

 Conversely, we see Adam fumbling to demonstrate such instinctive and engaging 

qualities in his conversation with Eve. Whatever skill Adam may have in terms of kairos is 

dulled by his somewhat rigid and clumsy exhortations to Eve; though, we should perhaps not 

judge him too harshly, given that his situation is not unlike the angel Michael’s, which Allen 

calls “a pedagogical horror: a burden of information to convey to a distraught class with 

diminished capacities – History on Friday afternoon”.
21

 Adam’s and Michael’s tasks are 

similarly difficult and weighty; unfortunately, Adam only complicates things for himself when 

he “begins badly,”
22

 unintentionally insulting Eve by stating rather candidly that “other doubt 

                                                 
18

 PL IX.561 
19

 PL IX.751-752 
20

 Allen, p. 115 
21

 Allen, pp.116-117 
22

 Ulreich, p. 39 
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possesses me, lest harm/Befall thee severed from me.”
23

 Allen describes Michael as the 

“quintessential lecturer” and suggests that the “deluge of information [he offers Adam] tends to 

drown inquiry and… [his] excessive control leaves little room for spontaneity.”
24

 Adam’s 

pedagogy is also more lecture-based than Satan’s, presenting an authoritative and knowledgeable 

stance that seems to only deepen the bruises to Eve’s pride.
25

If Adam had “read” Eve more 

carefully, he might have opted instead for a tactic of Socratic inquiry, following the model set for 

him by the Father in Book VIII, to lead Eve to a deeper and higher understanding of herself and 

her relationships with Adam, God, and Eden. Instead, Adam’s lecturing shuts Eve down both 

emotionally and intellectually; she leaves the arbor in a fateful state of frustration.  

 Of course, it would be superficial to conclude from the foregoing evidence that Milton 

disapproved of all these rhetorical and pedagogical qualities at which Adam fails and Satan 

evidently excels. An extensive body of scholarship deals with the question of Milton’s attitude 

toward rhetoric, but Irene Samuel succinctly summarizes the popular position that Milton uses 

rhetorical modes deliberately in order to demonstrate a larger point about the right use of such 

skills:  

Regarding the art of persuasion, he was both astute and informed: his constant invention for all 

the misleading speakers… of all the best possible arguments, not the most easily demolished, is 

so successful that they have often misled naïve and careless readers.
26

  

 

Samuel emphasizes Milton’s scorn for the “false and misused in any art” as a key to 

remembering that the right use of rhetoric, as of all skills and abilities in Milton’s universe, is 

both governed by moderation and founded upon virtue. Ryan Stark suggests a further analysis of 

Milton’s use of rhetoric by making the distinction between “warm” and “cold” styles. He notes 

                                                 
23

 PL IX.251-252 
24

 Allen, p. 117 
25

 The Socratic nature of Satan’s temptation is another compelling aspect of his pedagogy. 

Briefly, I will note that Satan’s temptation includes fifteen questions, while throughout the 

separation colloquy, Adam poses only one.  
26

 Samuel, p. 191 
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that Satan produces “a hollow rhetoric void of any real concern for others… the coldest rhetoric 

imaginable… intended to evacuate life itself from the listener.”
27

 By contrast, Milton celebrates 

“styles infused by warmth and vital virtue” which are characterized less by the proficiency or 

skill of the speaker and more by a “heat born of religious engagement.”
28

 Finally, in his 

comprehensive analysis of the relationships and representations of rhetoric and truth throughout 

the Renaissance, John Steadman notes “the false eloquence dissociated from truth is exposed and 

stripped of its pretensions through its encounter with true eloquence, the vehicle of true 

wisdom.”
29

 These critical perspectives suggest that the “fit reader” would recognize that Satan’s 

“abuse of the whole rhetorical art argues not it, but him, evil.”
30

 By this same logic, we might 

argue that what are perceived in Adam as rhetorical inadequacies may in fact be symptoms of 

other, and nobler, qualities.  

 Just as critics have defended Milton’s various uses of rhetoric, so too might we redeem 

Adam from the suggestions that his clumsy conversation with Eve before the Fall renders him 

responsible for her eventual actions. Rather, we can read between the lines of Adam’s 

interactions with Eve to find a deeper cause behind Adam’s perceived fumbles. It is important to 

remember that Adam possesses an essential quality which Satan, despite all his enticements and 

eloquence, will never be able to gain: virtue. Adam could learn to become a better teacher or a 

better orator; Satan can never unlearn his own corruption. On the grounds of Adam’s virtue, 

then, we might retrieve his character in these final pages by looking briefly at the emotional, 

psychological, and theological underpinnings of his struggle to grant Eve permission to depart 

                                                 
27

 Stark, p. 23 
28

 Stark, p. 21 
29

 Steadman, p. 58. Steadman’s text is indeed exhaustive. See in particular Chapter III, “Metetrix 

or Daughter of Truth: Moral Ambiguities of Rhetoric,” pp. 53-69, and Chapter IV, “The 
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his side. Critics fall into two general camps regarding Adam’s ultimate decision.
31

 On one side 

are those who suggest that Adam should have asserted his hierarchical authority over Eve. This 

argument may be summed up by Fredson Bowers, who writes that “in his role as protector Adam 

had no right to relieve himself from his responsibility to Eve by making her a free agent. In so 

doing he failed in his duty both to her and to God;”
32

 John Ulreich takes this criticism a step 

further in suggesting that Adam “surrenders because of… his fear of not being loved, out of 

concern for himself rather than for Eve.”
33

 Indeed, Adam does struggle with his desire to remain 

in constant companionship with Eve, which is an aspect of his character we would do well not to 

undervalue.
34

 On the other hand are critics who praise Adam’s respect for Eve’s autonomy and 

freedom to choose how to direct her will. Among these we hear variations on Stella Revard’s 

conclusion that “if we would affirm Eden the true mirror-image of Heaven, [Adam] must leave 

Eve to choose and trust, like God, that he has sent his creature forth sufficient to stand”.
35

 

 I am inclined to agree with this latter camp that Adam’s decision is a refusal to overstep 

the boundaries of Eve’s liberty rather than a capitulation to his fear of rejection. This position 

demonstrates in Adam, not only a sense of obligation to the principle of Christian liberty
36

 but 

also a Thomistic regard for the principle of mastership. Aquinas describes mastership as it 
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applies to the hierarchical relationship between man and woman, concluding, “it was right for the 

woman to be made from a rib of man… to signify the social union of man and woman, for the 

woman should neither ‘use authority over man,’ and so she was not made from his head; nor was 

it right for her to be subject to man's contempt as his slave, and so she was not made from his 

feet.”
37

 Aquinas clarifies what a proper sort of mastery looks like, describing that “a man is the 

master of a free subject, by directing him either towards his proper welfare, or to the common 

good.”
38

 What Aquinas here verbalizes, Adam realizes in his decision finally to say:   

But if thou think, trial unsought may find/Us both securer than thus warned thou seem’st,/Go; for 

thy stay, not free, absents thee more;/Go in thy native innocence, rely/On what thou hast of 

virtue, summon all,/For God toward thee hath done his part, do thine.
39

 

 

Adam finally grants Eve the permission to “go;” though he certainly hopes she will choose to 

stay, it is her choice to make. Adam acts in good faith – both in Eve and in her Creator – that she 

will indeed be able to fulfill the best possibilities of their shared nature: “just and right,/Sufficient 

to have stood, though free to fall.”
40

 

 Of course, underlying this entire comparison is Milton’s overall portrayal of Satan, who 

is shown throughout Paradise Lost to be skilled even beyond angelic detection in the art of 

deception. This alone might be enough to excuse both Adam and Eve from fault for being either 

bested or misled by Satan’s wiles. However, Adam’s rhetoric, untainted even by Satan’s evil, 

attempts to lead Eve by the virtues of divine truth, love, and obedience; as such, he has no need 

for recourse to the potentially, though not inherently, manipulative tactics that Satan employs. It 

is Adam’s, as Milton’s, love of and faith in virtue that directs his conversation with Eve, just as it 

is Satan’s love of himself that guides his seduction and his malevolent misuse of otherwise 

ethical persuasive techniques.  
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Christina E. John 

 

The Corrupted New World: A Comparison of Washington Irving’s Traits of An Indian 

Character and John Winthrop’s A Model of Christian Charity 

 

From its early beginnings, America has been characterized as a New World, free from 

European corruption and oppression. Portrayed as an untouched and unknown territory, America 

became the antithesis to a tainted and repressed Europe. Known as a land of plenty and 

opportunity, America symbolized a New World that could be molded into an exemplary 

community, a new promised land. This hopeful tone for the future appears in John Winthrop’s 

1630 sermon A Model of Christian Charity, given while en route to Massachusetts Bay Colony. 

In it Winthrop calls for a colonial selflessness and morality that was to shape the society Puritan 

settlers hoped to build. The sermon provides an extensive representation of Puritan ideals that 

eventually influenced the tenor of American nationalism. Decades later, the early nineteenth 

century witnessed the establishing of U.S. independence and nationalism, and it was in this time 

that Washington Irving composed Traits of Indian Character. Published in 1814, the text 

describes the corruptive influences of white culture upon Native American character. Once a 

strong and noble race, Irving’s description of Native American virtue mirrors the Christian ideals 

that were preached to Puritans in Winthrop’s sermon. Paradoxically, Irving presents Native 

Americans as upholders of Puritan morality in a time when they are being wiped out by white 

expansion. Examination of Irving’s political opinions reveals his growing concern over how the 

extinction of Native Americans would reflect upon America’s own history.  Interpretation of the 

Native American and Puritan parallel elucidates Irving’s ambivalence surrounding America’s 

distinction as a land free from European corruption. By endowing Native Americans with Puritan 

virtues idealized by Winthrop’s sermon, Irving brings attention to the origins of American ideals 

and the nation’s future integrity.  
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 Throughout his sermon, Winthrop emphasizes that survival in the New World depends 

upon establishing a sense of unity within the Puritan community. A similar quality of unanimity 

is brought to light in Irving’s description of Native American village life. The notion that the 

founding Puritans must be one of body and feeling is illustrated in the abundance of statements 

reiterating that “all, true Christians are of one body in Christ” (Winthrop 130). Winthrop 

preaches, “If one member suffers, all suffer with it, if one be in honor, all rejoice with it” (131). 

Molding civilization out of an unfamiliar wilderness depended upon the establishment of a 

purposeful consensus among the settlers of Massachusetts Bay Colony. Winthrop’s rhetoric 

demonstrates an understanding of the doom Puritans would face if they were divided by discord 

and dissension. Winthrop attempts to forestall disunity by reiterating “we must delight in each 

other, make others’ conditions our own, rejoice together, mourn together, labor and suffer 

together, always having before our eyes our commission and community in the work, our 

community as member of the same body” (135). The repetition of the word “together” reveals 

Winthrop’s use of diction to spread his message. Words such as “knit” and “bond” appear 

numerous times throughout the text, and relate to the Christian “bond of love” Puritans must 

share with one another (133). Just as Puritans are united in a relationship with Christ they must 

also work together to overcome the hardships of settlement. Winthrop’s sermon stresses that 

consensus of thought and purpose would ensure the survival of the Massachusetts Bay colony 

settlers.  

Irving’s Traits of Indian Character portrays Native Americans as already sharing a 

oneness of body and mind.  Before contact with white settlers Native Americans “saw everyone 

around them sharing the same lot, enduring the same hardships, feeding on the same ailments, 

arrayed in the same rude garments” (Irving 778). The repetition of the word “same” mirrors 

Winthrop’s call to unity. Native American culture is portrayed as exemplifying the oneness in 

spirit that is preached by Winthrop. The unity of purpose presents itself again for “in an Indian 
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tribe, the injury of an individual is the injury of the whole” (779). Native American way of life 

exhibits a unanimous quality, but only before their encounters with white colonists. Division 

characterizes their current state, as they are “mere wrecks” that linger around the remnants of 

once powerful tribes” (778). The disappearing of hunting grounds and “animals of the chase,” 

resulting from increased colonial settlement, disrupts the harmonious nature of Native American 

way of life. While Winthrop preaches the importance of unity to Puritan settlers, Irving’s Native 

Americans are shown to already be naturally living as a unified and “whole” society.  

 Bringing forth a genuine desire to help and assist others is emphasized throughout A 

Model of Christian Charity; however, Irving’s Native American’s possess an inherent goodness 

that romanticizes the nobility of their character. Winthrop argues that naturally “every man is 

borne with this principle in him to love and succor himself only” however only a relationship 

with Christ “infuses another principle, love to God and our brother” (Winthrop 131). 

Interestingly, Winthrop claims man is inherently selfish and can only be redeemed with the help 

of Christ’s influence. Winthrop urges his followers to act with mercy not for the “force of 

argument from the goodness or necessity of the work” for mercy should not be an act of 

premeditation (130). According to Winthrop acts of kindness should be genuine and stem from 

the heart instead of being favor-gaining outward gestures. Winthrop urges his Puritan follower to 

act with love from the heart, which can only be nurtured through a relationship with Christ.  

Ironically, Irving’s Native Americans possess an inherent goodness despite not having a 

relationship with Christ. Unlike their Christian counterparts, Native Americans are “regulated 

according to some general maxims early implanted in his mind” (Irving 779). Characterized as 

having a “stern resolution,” unbending pride,” and “loftiness of spirit” Native Americans appear 

to possess “instinctive feelings” superior to white Europeans (783). The language of “stern” and 

“unbending” romanticizes the seemingly incorruptible strength of Native American moral 

character. And yet, Native Americans, “doubly wronged bye the white men,” have their “whole 
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moral fabric” shaken down (777-778). Here Irving illustrates the potency of white corruption that 

degenerates not only the Native American way of life, but also its moral fabric. In contrast, to 

Winthrop and the Puritan community, Irving’s Native Americans already possess a genuine 

goodness that becomes tainted only through interaction with whites.  

 The notion of communal living, encouraged within Winthrop’s sermon, presents itself as 

being naturally practiced by Native Americans in Traits of Indian Character. A large portion of 

Winthrop’s sermon dedicates itself to the laying down of rules for “giving, lending, and 

forgiving” (Winthrop 127). Informed by the struggles of Jamestown and Plymouth, Winthrop’s 

sermon encourages the formation of a communal society balanced by a respect for private 

property. Community is encouraged as Winthrop demonstrates “if thy brother be in want and 

thou canst help him, thou needst not make doubt, what thou shouldst do; if thou lovest God thou 

must help him (128). The emphasis on community coincides with the previously mentioned 

encouragement of unity. A communal attitude towards services and material objects is stressed, 

for settlers must all lend a helping hand in times of trouble. However, the examples of Plymouth 

and Jamestown demonstrated that European colonists did not take to communal living easily. 

Consequently, Winthrop balances his sermon with detailed guidelines for commercial lending 

and lending of the heart. For example, if the lendee has “present means of repaying thee, thou art 

to look at him not as an act of mercy, but by way of commerce, wherein thou art to walk by the 

rule of justice” (128). The text distinguishes between the two sorts of lending and provides 

protocols for both situations. While Puritans came to the New World to set up a society free from 

European depravity, the vices of greed and personal property endured.  

 Ironically, Irving’s Native Americans are depicted as naturally thriving in a culture 

centered on communal living. A sense of shared property for all is illustrated as “no roof then 

rose but was open to the homeless stranger; no smoke curled amoung the trees but he was 

welcome to sit down by its fire and join the hunter in his repast” (Irving 778). The imagery of the 
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scene elucidates the natural openness of the Native American hearth and home. Anyone can 

enter and take part in the hunter’s repast, for there is no personal property, everything belongs to 

everyone. Irving idolizes Native American culture claiming “their life is so void of care, and they 

are so loving also that they make use of those things they enjoy as common goods” (778). There 

is a utopian quality to Native American community, which appears free from selfishness. 

Emphasis is put on sharing for “rather than one should starve through want they would starve all; 

thus they pass their time merrily, not regarding our pomp, but are better content with their own” 

(778). Unlike whites, Native Americans are depicted as finding happiness when sharing with one 

another. Irving’s Native Americans exemplify the virtues of brotherly love and compassion 

better than their Christian counterparts. In essence, they appear to have mastered the virtues of 

Christian living, a feat Winthrop’s Puritan Europeans strive to overcome.  

 Comparison of Winthrop’s A Model of Christian Charity and Irving’s Traits of Indian 

Character elucidates a Native American embodiment of Puritan ideals. Further exploration of 

Irving’s worldviews sheds greater light upon the meaning of this parallel. Irving’s fame lies in 

his status as one of America’s first famous writers, however he was also a “transnational figure” 

who spent nearly seventeen years of his life abroad in Europe. He was greatly influenced by his 

time overseas and did not wholly share “the hopeful American vision of the New World as an 

Eden, free of the corrupt traditions of Europe” (740).  This is especially reflected in Irving’s 

works that focused on the displacement and extinction of Native American groups. Literary critic 

Daniel Littlefield Jr. suggests, that Irving’s Traits of Indian Character predicts the destructive 

effect of American society upon Indians. Littlefield claims that the reader senses “Irving’s 

profound regret, not simply regret for the extinction of a race but for the reflection of that 

extinction upon American society” (Littlefield 141) Though not fully opposed to American 

progress and nationalism, deeper reading of Irving’s Traits of Indian Character reveals his 

“grave doubts about the rapidity of change in American” and the regretted obliteration of 
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America’s past – including the Indian- in the process” (142). Knowledge of this grants new 

meaning to the Native American embodiment of Puritan ideals that are illustrated throughout 

John Winthrop’s A Model of Christian Charity. From its inception America had been exalted as a 

new world that upheld values of freedom, opportunity, and justice. In fact many of these ideals 

originated from Puritans, who came to the New World to set up new godly communities that 

would be as “a city upon a hill” (Winthrop 135). However, the establishing of the American 

nation also led to the destruction of Native American people. Interaction with whites, “gradual 

destroyers of their race” facilitated the degeneracy of Native American character. (Irving 780). 

Described as “drunken, indolent, feeble, thievish, and pusillanimous” Native Americans are 

corrupted within the land of freedom and opportunity (778). This was deeply disturbing to Irving 

who questioned how American expansion could wipe out a people that so fully embodied the 

values and ideals of its earliest settling groups. The closing sentences of the text elucidate 

Irving’s ambivalent tone as he states, “posterity will either turn with horror and incredulity from 

the tale, or blush with indignation at the inhumanity of their forefathers” (783). For Irving, 

America becomes as corrupt and oppressive as Europe in its cruel and unjust treatment of Native 

Americans. By endowing Native Americans with traits that perfectly embody Puritan ideals, 

Irving reminds his reader of the Promised Land that the New World intended to be and questions 

whether it remains as thus. Therefore, the mirroring of Irving’s Native Americans with Puritan 

morals brings attention to America’s own vulnerability to corruption and what consequences this 

may have on its future.  

 Throughout Washington Irving’s Traits of Indian Character Native Americans are 

depicted as the embodiment of idealized Christian values such as unity, love, and community. In 

fact their characterization parallels with Puritan ethics set forth two centuries earlier by John 

Winthrop in his sermon, A Model of Christian Charity. While Irving may romanticize the 

harmonious nature of Native American way of life, further exploration into his own personal 
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beliefs, reveals a deeper meaning to parallel. By portraying Native Americans as having their 

inherent goodness and innocence corrupted by white colonists, Irving attempts to remind his 

readers of the ideals associated with the New World. In doing this Irving communicates his 

ambivalence in regards to the future integrity of the newly independent American nation. History 

shows that Irving’s misgivings were well founded, as even today the treatment of Native 

American peoples in the U.S. remains a stain upon the nation’s history.   
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Barbara Joyce 

 

Limitation and Longing and Elizabeth Bishop 

 

After my late husband received news that in his head grew an anaplastic astrocytoma, a 

brain tumor doctors described as having “tentacles” and therefore inoperable, we saw our lives 

with a new perspective. Tom’s neuro-oncologist told us that the median survival rate for 

someone with his kind of stage 3 tumor was 30 months, and so, with the sword of Damocles 

hanging over his head, I tried to appreciate each day while realizing that the sands were spilling 

fast through the hourglass. That image is a cliché, I know, but it kept mentally recurring during 

the 31 months he fought. (Yes, he beat the average by a month). I bring this up not to try to elicit 

sympathy, but because after his diagnosis, when he became gravely ill, I could not read anything; 

nothing made sense. Except poetry. This might explain why, while recently watching the movie 

Il Postino, I wrote down one quote: “Poetry doesn’t belong to those who write it but those who 

need it.”  And a particular poem that continually came to mind during those months of Tom’s 

post-diagnosis period from March 2005 to October 2007 was Emily Dickinson’s poem #254. It’s 

broadly anthologized and popularized, but sometimes, like a hit song from your teen years that 

takes on new meaning when you hear it as an adult, such works provide insight, or succor: 

Hope is the thing with feathers 

That perches in the soul 

And sings the tune without the words 

And never stops – at all – 

 

And sweetest – in the Gale – is heard – 

And sore must be the storm –  

That could abash the little Bird 

That kept so many warm – 

 

I’ve heard it in the chillest land –  

And on the strangest Sea –  

Yet, never, in Extremity, 

It asked a crumb – of Me.      
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This poem often came unbidden to my mind because it seemed to answer questions. I knew that 

for myself and my family I had to model optimism, yet wasn’t quite sure what to hope for, so 

“the tune without the words” rang clear.  And surely we felt ourselves in a kind of “Gale” or 

“chillest land,” struggling just to get through days without emotionally crumbling, so I 

appreciated the idea that hope “never…asked a crumb”. Certainly at that time countless friends 

spoke to Tom and me about putting hope in God. But for some reason my faith, which has 

guided me most of my life, was failing then, and I found greater solace in the poet’s words than 

the scriptures. 

 Although I’d always appreciated encountering Dickinson in high school and college 

English classes, I grew to know her more when my children were young enough to sit on my lap 

and listen while I read and re-read to them from a children’s illustrated version of Emily 

Dickinson’s poems. This allowed several of her rhymed verses to stick in my head. For example, 

I haven’t traveled much in the past couple years, but have found consolation in repeating “There 

is no frigate like a book/To take us Lands away/Nor any coursers like a page of prancing Poetry -

…” All very supportive, non-threatening.  

Enter Elizabeth Bishop, who challenges that thought of Dickinson’s, as well as my 

complacence. While much of Bishop’s poetry concerns her experiences on other continents, she 

might be responding to Dickinson in her “Questions of Travel”: “What childishness is it that 

while there’s a breath of life/in our bodies, we are determined to rush/to see the sun the other 

way around?” (93). In that same poem she presents some answers: “But surely it would have 

been a pity/not to have seen the trees along this road,/really exaggerated in their beauty,…” 

Multiple times she repeats “a pity not to have…” and “never to have” - each time describing a 

sound or sight worthy of travel, like “…history in/the weak calligraphy of songbirds’ cages” or 

“… the fat brown bird/ who sings above the broken  gasoline pump/in a bamboo church of Jesuit 

baroque” (94).  Her last two stanzas mostly contain questions: “ ‘Is it lack of imagination that 
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makes us come/to imagined places, not just stay at home?’ ” And then, in her very subtle way, 

she reveals a sense of confinement as well as displacement: “Continent, city, country, 

society:/the choice is never wide and never free./And here, or there… No. Should we have stayed 

at home,/wherever that may be?’ ” (94). Her final question, a legitimate one, leaves one 

wondering - where is home? Where did Bishop feel at home? As her father died when she was 

eight months old, and her mother was institutionalized when she was five, early in life her sense 

of home was displaced. Did she feel at home at Vassar College? Or in Rio? Many of her poems 

seem to question the concept of home.  

In “The Prodigal” Bishop reveals the mind of that young man from Luke’s gospel,  

indulging fully in the senses, while he’s away from home. Bishop lived on her grandparents’ 

farm in Nova Scotia as a child, and she must have carried her vivid memory of that home’s sty 

and barn to her descriptions here:  

The brown enormous odor he lived by 

was too close, with its breathing and thick hair, 

for him to judge. The floor was rotten; the sty 

was plastered halfway up with glass-smooth dung. 

Light-lashed, self-righteous, above moving snouts, 

the pigs’ eyes followed him, a cheerful stare--- 

even to the sow that always ate her young--- 

till, sickening, he leaned to scratch her head. 

But sometimes mornings after drinking bouts 

(he hid the pint behind a two-by-four), 

the sunrise glazed the barnyard mud with red; 

the burning puddles seemed to reassure. 

And then he thought he almost might endure 

his exile yet another year or more. 

 

But evenings the first star came to warn. 

The farmer whom he worked for came at dark 

to shut the cows and horses in the barn 

beneath their overhanging clouds of hay, 

with pitchforks, faint forked lightnings, catching light, 

safe and companionable as in the Ark. 

The pigs stuck out their little feet and snored. 

The lantern---like the sun, going away--- 

laid on the mud a pacing aureole. 

Carrying a bucket along a slimy board, 

he felt the bats’ uncertain staggering flight, 

his shuddering insights beyond his control, 

touching him. But it took him a long time 

finally to make his mind up to go home.  
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Funny, how she speaks of the prodigal son at the end of the first stanza, as one who “almost 

might endure his exile yet another year or more.”  Her use of exile is curious. The Oxford 

English Dictionary defines exile as “enforced residence in some foreign land.” The story in the 

gospel has the son asking his father for his inheritance money, implying that he desired the funds 

because he wanted to go off on his own; it doesn’t reveal if or why he felt compelled to leave. It 

only speaks to the results: “he squandered his inheritance on a life of dissipation” and was forced 

to hire “himself out to one of the local citizens who sent him to his farm to tend the swine” (Luke 

15: 13, 15). Message to the reader: the young man’s wanton ways result in a major class crash.  

In her poem, Bishop fills her description with sensory details; her mention of the rotten 

floor, the dung and slimy board; so very bound to the ground, speak to the message of sensual 

dissolution that is part of the parable’s cautionary message. These she contrasts with descriptions 

of light: “But evenings the first star came to warn,” the “faint forked lightnings, catching light,” 

and the “lantern…laid on the mud a pacing aureole.” These images bring in the idea of the 

heavens, with the aureole conveying a holy radiance. And going further to bring in an element of 

spookiness, the young man “felt the bats’ uncertain staggering flight,/his shuddering insights, 

beyond his control,/touching him,”  indicating his fear or even some lurking  evil in the darkness. 

Yet for all the squalor of the sty against the light in the sky, Bishop depicts the prodigal son as 

slow to respond to the surrounding signals: “But it took him a long time/finally to make his mind 

up to go home.”  

She ends the poem with “home.” As the parable in the gospel is meant to symbolize one’s 

relationship with God, who is always forgiving even if one strays, and who will always welcome 

the sinner back, the poem raises questions about Bishop’s intention in her use of “home.” Was 

she speaking of the young man’s long decision to return to his father/God? Or was she subtly 

relating to the prodigal, revealing her own outsider status, her own self-imposed, long exile as 
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one who left her native country to live years on other continents? It took her a long time/finally 

to make up her mind to go home. 

Unlike Bishop I have lived in the same house for all but ten years of my life. My mother, 

then a widow, sold the house when I was twenty. And when I was thirty and pregnant with my 

first child, my husband and I moved back in, renting the first year before buying it. The house 

has been ever a blessing and a burden. Built in the 1920’s, it’s an oversized, bastardized 

bungalow of burnt-red brick with a green tile roof. On a street of “impressive” houses, made 

more so in the last twenty years by tearing down more modest homes and replacing them with 

larger ones, 960 squats on the slope of the lot.  

My father died at age 56. He was in the hospital, but we lived in the house then. Forty 

years later, also at age 56, my husband died—at home in our bedroom. Father, husband – same 

age, same house. I probably think more often about death than most people, which may be why I 

keep going back to Emily Dickinson: “Because I could not stop for Death - /He kindly stopped 

for me-“ Or “I measure every Grief I meet/With narrow, probing Eyes -/ I wonder if it weighs 

like Mine - /Or has an easier size.” Dickinson responds to my fixation on mortality. 

This pervasive sense of loss, which aging probably contributes to as much as the death of 

a loved one, explains why, when browsing through Bishop’s The Complete Poems, one of the 

first to attract me was her villanelle “One Art”: “The art of losing isn’t hard to master” (178). 

Bishop’s rhyme scheme, aba, cdc…, gives a somewhat light touch here, and she begins with 

more mundane losses- “door keys, the hour badly spent.” But losses build in intensity as the 

poem progresses – from her “mother’s watch”, to “loved houses”, “a continent.” And then, “even 

losing you.” And while she upholds her point, that “the art of losing’s not too hard to 

master”/though it may look like (Write it!) like disaster” - the parenthetical imperative as well as 

the slip of repetition with “like” hints at an inner dialogue, the speaker’s need to tell herself that 

she really has mastered “the art of losing,” as she survives the extreme loss of one beloved. So, 
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though Bishop’s last line is not entirely persuasive here, as she seems to be still convincing 

herself, “One Art” provides a therapeutic mantra, with its rhythm and rhyme scheme and 

repetition, that, okay, one can master the art of losing.  

Bishop in “The End of March” might embrace such loss. Here she speaks of  “my proto-

dream house,/my crypto-dream house,” her primitive and secret dream house; and though she 

describes its appearance, “that crooked box/set up on pilings, shingled green,” (179) much of the 

appeal concerns what fantasy the house holds for her: “I’d like to retire there and do nothing,/ or 

nothing much, forever, in two bare rooms:/ look through binoculars, read boring books…talk to 

myself, and foggy days, watch the droplets slipping, heavy with light.” This dream shows the 

desire, not just for solitude, but also to escape, escape the stress of responsibility – “do nothing” 

as well as the desire to loosen the grip on materialism that clutters life – “in two bare rooms.” 

The speaker also reveals a desire to think, not just by reading those “boring books,” but in a more 

reflective sense in that very slow close-up: to “watch the droplets slipping, heavy with light” 

(179-80).  If only we all could pay such close attention to the smallest natural details that we’d 

see their contrasting elements in the way that she matches heavy with light in those droplets. 

I have this fantasy that I will sell my big old house and move to some apartment in 

Evanston, an old building with high ceilings. Or find a house with a little yard, so I could keep 

my dog, plant a garden and still host family parties. But stuff holds me back. Stuff, literally. 

Spread through five rooms in the basement in this house is the project I never attack. Half-used 

cans of paint, my mother’s old set of Wedgewood dishes, fly- fishing waders, golf clubs, scuba 

masks and snorkels, size 13 hockey skates,  a pool table, posters from the Art Institute, a raccoon 

coat, a tool bench covered with nails, screwdrivers, extension cords, terra cotta planters, an 

upright piano, handmade children’s chairs made by my late husband’s grandfather, file cabinets 

of my father-in-law’s documents, computers no longer hooked up to the internet, a dozen folding 

chairs, a circa 1920’s crystal chandelier, Christmas decorations, including the oversized “barn” 
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that my grandfather used as a crèche when he was a child, a Shop-Vac for seepage during 

summer rains, a dehumidifier, a couple cases of good wine, my daughter’s ocean-blue bicycle, a 

puppy crate, a bassinet, …. and on, and on and on. Accumulation from generations, I weigh the 

cost of staying in a house beyond my spatial needs versus hanging on to the real estate as an 

investment - if the market goes up. This is not poetic.  

   So I get Bishop’s fantasy about the two bare rooms on the beachfront, using a kitchen 

match to blaze her grog a l’americaine. Paring down to the minimum: nature, books, some 

booze.   Yet she concludes her fantasy- house description with a dismissal: “But ---impossible.”  

Of course she was tied elsewhere “… and of course the house was boarded up” (180). 

 “Our lives are frittered away by detail,” said Thoreau, in Walden, who exhorted, 

“Simplify, simplify, simplify” (59). But why is it we can’t? Why does Bishop conclude 

“impossible”?  

    When my mother sold the house after being a widow for five years, she suffered a paralyzing 

depression. She obsessed on the challenge of relocating all the furniture from an eleven-room 

house into a two-bedroom condo. “What will I do with all this?” she’d repeat, many times daily. 

And though we’d tell her we’d donate and distribute what she didn’t need, we failed to assuage 

her anxieties. Eventually, she sat for weeks wringing her hands in the psychiatric unit at Michael 

Reese Hospital while my siblings, aunt and I boxed up and distributed the contents of our house 

so that, upon release, she could move to her apartment, a place where I never felt at home.            

Now in the odd, parallel predicament between my mother and myself, I determine to see her 

story as a cautionary tale. (I will move out of the house without suffering a mental breakdown!)  

Do we forever assess and revisit the scenes of our youth, especially as our pole of 

“home” always shifts? No matter how extensive or inward the travels, these repeated words of 

Elizabeth Bishop speak to our limits as well as our longings: “Continent, city, country, 
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society:/the choice is never wide and never free./And here, or there… No. Should we have stayed 

at home,/wherever that may be?’ ” (94).     
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Adam Kivel 

 

Hacking and Analyzing Coded Language in Interactive, Electronic Literature 

 

 

Jim Andrews and Brian Lennon’s Stir Fry Text (listed in Electronic Literature Volume 

One) is a basic example of electronic literature that seemingly randomly spits out different, 

unconnected phrases as the user hovers over each of thirty fragments arranged on a blank page in 

what look like paragraphs. While the interactive process would appear to be entirely uncontrolled 

and therefore difficult (or impossible, depending on the theorist) to analyze, a quick look into the 

“View Source” section (or some variation) on your web browser would show that it’s actually a 

finite, limited operation that a reader with even a small amount of computer knowledge can quite 

readily piece together without having to scroll over each fragment in wonder:  

a[0][0] = "<P><font color=\"#CC0000\">04:51:00 - </font><br>" 

a[0][1] = "I split the full scale mark - " 

a[0][2] = "I choked and drooled - " 

a[0][3] = "I was memory bound - " 

 

a[1][0] = "<font color=\"#AFAFAF\">vox coriolis - </font>" 

a[1][1] = "<font color=\"#AFAFAF\">it does not want to know - </font>" 

a[1][2] = "<font color=\"#AFAFAF\">roaming whispered - </font>" 

a[1][3] = "<font color=\"#AFAFAF\">set down that anguish - </font>" 

 

a[2][0] = "<P><font color=\"#CC0000\">04:24:00 - </font>" 

a[2][1] = "<font color=\"#7D7D7D\">was intermittent - </font>" 

a[2][2] = "<font color=\"#7D7D7D\">made contact - </font>" 

a[2][3] = "<font color=\"#7D7D7D\">valued heights - </font>" 

 

These three “passages” are the options delineated for the first three fragments of text, each 

displayed in the user version with a dash at its conclusion. Though I have only a small amount of 

computer coding knowledge, after some trial and error it should be easy to decipher what the 

code displayed above “means” in terms of the reader’s experience. The first bracketed number in 

each line tells which of the three sets of options the fragment comes from, while the second 

bracketed number tells which fragment the text represents. Hovering over the first fragment in 

http://collection.eliterature.org/1/
http://collection.eliterature.org/1/
http://collection.eliterature.org/1/
http://collection.eliterature.org/1/
http://collection.eliterature.org/1/
http://collection.eliterature.org/1/
http://collection.eliterature.org/1/
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the page will result in either option [0][0], [1][0], or [2][0]. The font and font-color tags, perhaps 

self-explanatory, code the appearance of the text. There are also blocks of code to inform the 

interaction of the mousing over, to set up the color of the page and the way the lines are arranged 

(as well as a hidden plain-text note on the piece’s inception written by Andrews). That said, the 

actual coding of the “View Source” page is still relatively plain to read. With a deeper, more 

complex understanding of computer codes and the ability of a hacker to cut through protected, 

stratified, complex code, a potential reader or critic could come up with two successful options 

for analyzing electronic and/or interactive fiction. They could either stabilize the textual element 

of a piece and display it as a traditional piece or read the code around the text as an integral part 

of the narrative experience. 

With a complex understanding of computer coding, a reader could analyze even more 

complex pieces of electronic, interactive fiction than “Stir Fry Texts.” In modern literary 

criticism (and certainly the population at large), computer coding largely remains a level of 

mystery, something that flows behind the scenes: as Katherine Hayles puts it in “Traumas of 

Code,” “few are equipped to understand it with fluency, and even fewer can reverse engineer 

object code to arrive at the higher-level language with which it correlates” (“Traumas of Code” 

136). That said, the growing reliance on electronic interfaces in developing, reading, or 

experiencing narrative in the modern world suggests a future in which the ability to analyze the 

code behind the experience would be essential. 

 In his analysis of this burgeoning electronicity, “How Interactive Can Fiction Be?” 

Michael Chaouli challenges the possibility of both the viability of “hyperfiction” as a literary 

experience and also the potential for analyzing any piece of this kind. Early in his essay, he 

argues that in electronic fiction “not only aesthetic pleasure but critical engagement, too, 

paradoxically depends on shutting down (or at least severely diminishing) the return channel of 

communication” (608). His analysis, at least in part, seems to come from the assumption that this 
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sort of literature is inherently open-ended and infinitely random in its interactivity. Chaouli 

seems to be interested, in this essay, exclusively in a type of interactive fiction in which links in 

the piece can connect to anything in the world connected through the Internet. In this way, he 

spends a fair amount of time digging into the necessity of the reader to define, to make the 

ontological connections between signifiers, and how this “burden of sense making” overtakes the 

reader’s ability to do any serious interpretation or enjoyment of the text. When the code of a page 

like “Stir Fry Texts” is made visible to a reader, though, it can be read just as a non-electronic 

text, as if the coded pieces are in an unfamiliar language that one must learn to fully comprehend 

the piece. When he focuses in on the importance of links in electronic literature, noting that 

“every node on the web can potentially be linked to any other node, a given link can mean 

virtually anything at all...their semantic range is so indeterminate” (608), he ignores the 

possibility that the link itself is an object that can be analyzed to find some detail about where the 

link is leading. 

The ability to crack into the source code of “Stir Fry Texts,” or Kenneth Goldsmith’s 

“Soliloquy” in which mousing over seemingly blank areas of a Web page makes text appear, 

though, shows that interactive fiction can be just as stable as a traditional piece of printed 

literature. I can copy and paste together a list of the pieces of text scattered throughout 

“Soliloquy” after only a couple of clicks, and then frame it to look identical to a poem printed in 

an anthology, one that any traditional reader could analyze without needing to worry about the 

semantic ambiguity of the hyperlink. However, if I were to present the full code of the Web page 

to a literary critic who was also familiar with Web coding, or HTML, they could give just as 

clear of an interpretation of the text as well as how the code affects the reader’s experience, and 

how it could affect understanding of the meaning of the experience and/or the text.  

Another of Chaouli’s claims is that hypertext cannot readily be analyzed because the 

reader is unable to “become hermeneutically active and think their own thoughts about what they 
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are reading” (608). This, again, would seem to rely on the assumption that the reader is incapable 

of “reading” the coded portion of the text, or even that the code is not possible to read in any 

way. In her book Electronic Literature, Katherine Hayles intends to help electronic literature 

move into the classroom (ix). In a sense, she uses the book to argue that electronic literature can 

in fact have value as literature and can also be analyzed. To do this, she insists in part on the 

value of coded language: “code must be considered as much a part of the ‘text’ of electronic 

literature as the screenic surface” (35). Many critics have argued that the expanding world of 

electronic literature (in which everything from images, music, and video can be incorporated in 

one piece) relies on many different types of critics with many different areas of expertise. Or, 

perhaps more directly as Matthew Kirschenbaum argues, electronic literature “enjoys no material 

existence outside of the electronic environment of a computational file system—though this is 

not...to say that such objects enjoy no material existence at all.” Whether it is a poem swirling 

around on the screen of a computer or a narrative saved to a flash drive, the literature exists in 

the physical world and has a set of coded instructions to define this existence. Even the most 

complex interactive narrative that changes for each user at each experience has a set of coded 

information that defines its existence, and this code can be physically manifested.  

When Lev Manovich discusses the future of analyzing literature in the world of big data 

in his essay “Trending: The Promises and the Challenges of Big Social Data,” he argues that 

future successful critics would “require expertise in computer science, statistics, and data 

mining—something which social and humanities researchers typically don’t have” (10). This sort 

of optimistic cross-pollination could potentially be collaboration between multiple critics from 

different areas, or it could be one person capable of reading these different types of media. The 

one central theme, whether the outcome is purely text, video, audio, or otherwise, would be the 

dominance of code in the experience. As Hayles notes in Electronic Literature, “electronic text 

literally cannot be accessed without running the code” (35). Critics should assume that its 
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necessity in the literary process makes it a piece of the literature, both for the mechanical 

production and for the reader’s interpretation. She also notes that authors occasionally add 

information or “interpretive comments” into the code, so a critic’s inability to get into the code to 

find these comments would be like a critic’s inability to, say, read down to an explanatory 

footnote at the bottom of a printed page. 

While I earlier noted that it is possible to “stabilize” a piece of electronic fiction by 

turning it into the equivalent of a printed text, this would ignore the value of the code itself. 

While the stabilization of an electronic fiction into English plain-text can be valuable, the 

potential depth of analyzing the other half of the experience would be worth even more. Would 

this be possible, however, in a larger-scale, more complex piece of electronic fiction in which the 

links were truly random, opened up to the vast space of the Internet? Chaouli would argue that 

this sort of flexibility or instability inherently upsets the state of the piece as viable literature: 

“Indeterminacy and difference are of interest to critics not as features of the text itself...but as 

mental events” (609). He argues that this sort of random linking requires the reader to both fill in 

the blanks of what is not said and determine what in fact is first being said. However, this view 

ignores the fact that no matter how random, the connection is being put into motion by the author 

of the interactive, electronic text. No matter how random this type of link is, there is a language 

component to its existence, the code existing “behind the scenes,” as it were, in some way 

dictating the direction or existence of the link. By reading the coded language of the piece, the 

critic is capable of analyzing the author’s hand in the reader’s experience and better 

understanding how the reader experiences the fiction. Timothy Barker, Neil Brown, and Dennis 

Del Favero’s “Performing Digital Aesthetics” correctly notes that everything in the fiction arises 

from “a field of conditionings, from the workings of an assemblage, or from the protocols of a 

system,” every piece of the experience dictated by a coded set of rules written or structured by 
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the author of the fiction. As such, critics attempting to analyze electronic fiction must be aware 

of the reality that creates the piece. 

This, then, calls into question the concept of the text as both mutable and “uncompleted” 

(610), a major sticking point for Chaouli. In his analysis, he sees “not the understanding of a text 

but the text itself that remains uncompleted,” a problem that becomes a “theoretical short circuit 

that takes the literal for the metaphorical” (610). However, for the electronic literature to operate, 

for the text to fly across the page, or for a link to reach some strange place, the text of the code 

itself must be complete. Anyone who has typed in a “.con” instead of “.com” or “www.google” 

into their web browser and come up with the appropriate error message would know the 

importance of accurate, completed code in the electronic world. The stability of the coded 

portion of the electronic text can lead to a mutability of the displayed information, but this 

mutability can then be read as a result of the stability of code, rather than something floating in 

the ether as an instability without roots. While the actions of the electronic text would appear to 

be entirely fluid and random, Hayles notes in her book quite rightly that the realities of 

contemporary programs used to create electronic literature (and indeed the resulting literature 

itself) rely on “rule sets [that] exist in abundance” (57). 

Another problem that arises in Chaouli’s analysis of interactive fiction is his argument 

that it denies the possibility of indexed reading to the user, something he sees as essential for 

analyzing a text. Within a printed, fixed narrative, the reader/critic can “obediently turn the page 

or freely skip passages or entire chapters” (611), a pleasure that he finds essential to the 

experience of the book. Again, this pleasure could be reproduced by paying attention to the fixity 

of the code behind the text. While a poem may be designed electronically to play out in a single 

direction without moving back, the code written to design this text can be indexed, and 

necessarily includes information to describe or write the text of the poem. 
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The role of literary critics in the era of interactive, electronic fiction would appear to be a 

difficult one with multi-faceted demands. The task of analysis would seem to be difficult in 

interactive literature in which each and every reader receives a different experience. The 

exclusivity of each iteration of a piece of interactive literature is surely a selling point for such a 

narrative experience for the casual reader, but it would seem to hinder the possibility of textual 

analysis. Lev Manovich and his work with Calit2 suggests that even these complex, interactive 

fictions can be captured for analysis, potentially seen as archetype artifacts that last over time for 

different readers. A solid example of this would be Calit2’s massive set of screen shots capturing 

every single frame unfurled in the video game Kingdom Hearts. While it may be incredibly 

difficult for a critic to interpret or analyze the narrative form of Kingdom Hearts as the game 

wraps them into the world and focuses their attention on making choices and moving the 

narrative along (as Chaouli fears), the future of electronic power and the “big data world” 

certainly seems to indicate that the ability to either capture the experience electronically or work 

into the code that produced the narrative offers the opportunity of the critic to reflect and analyze 

afterward. The assumption that the reader of electronic fiction must be too belabored by the 

process of creating the narrative to analyze it ignores the potential for this sort of hacking and/or 

big data capture and its ability to give the reader the option of indexed reading. It is similarly 

unlikely that critics analyze printed, stable, physically set fictions, like say Gertrude Stein’s 

“Tender Buttons” or James Joyce’s “Finnegan’s Wake,” in their first read-through of a piece, 

instead reading and re-reading. As such, assuming that a critic must analyze a piece of interactive 

fiction as it first unfolds would seem premature. The simplest way to preserve these texts is by 

becoming immersed in the coded language that defines their existence, as well as the coded tools 

that dictate their creation. The ability to read electronic fiction of any sort relies on future literary 

critics either capturing the experience of the fiction or developing the ability to read the code 

itself.  
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When Kirschenbaum insists on the importance of both the coded tools that the creator of 

electronic fiction uses as well as the power of the author to intricately orchestrate the code 

involved in the process, he correctly links the process of creating electronic fiction to the process 

of creating the fiction that preceded it. The similarity, however, does not end in its creation, and 

instead can and must extend to the way in which it is analyzed. We must, he argues, “account for 

first generation electronic objects as functions of the material and historical dimensions that 

obtain for all artifacts” (26). The fact that electronic literature is increasingly read and distributed 

on interlinked computers, seemingly without a physical root, does not change the fact that a 

coded language exists somewhere to define the fiction. Similarly, no matter how seemingly 

random or chaotic the linked experience may be, the code was written by an author who framed 

the choices and the way in which the links work. To frame the link code as pure machination 

ignores the intricate, thoughtful, detailed work of the creator of the fiction in building, ordering, 

and defining of the coded world. 
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Lauren Thompson  

 

Hysteria or Conscience? Interpreting Lady Macbeth’s Sleepwalking Scene 

 

 

Me conscience no business dem days 

                                   when me could grin up and skin teet 

                     inna company of great men 

                          who smile up smile up wid me 

                                                                  an looking fava inna secret eyes and backdoor smiles.  

Neisa Tweed                                            

 Lady Macbeth’s Confession 

                        

 

Shakespeare’s Lady Macbeth has been characterized by theatregoers in a variety of ways 

since her first appearance on stage.  She has been remembered as “manipulative,” “overly-

ambitious,” or even “diabolical.” However negative the perception of her may be, this “wicked” 

character leaves a powerful impression on audiences.  In fact, many theatregoers forget that after 

Duncan is murdered, Lady Macbeth’s role drastically diminishes until she eventually disappears 

from the stage altogether. She has been demonized because of her ambitions to power, but 

perhaps a more harmful rendition of Lady Macbeth that has developed in the play’s stage history 

is that she cracks under the pressure of her aspirations and the ”somnubalist” or sleepwalking  

scene in Act 5 reveals her “hysterical” nature. This interpretation of Lady Macbeth can be 

problematic because it establishes a link between the female gender and madness, and it portrays 

her as the stereotypical victim of a distinctly feminine disease. A non-gendered performance of 

the scene demonstrates that her somnambulism is the result of remorse instead of insanity, and 

that what she suffers is a human response, guilt, over the crime she committed alongside her 

husband. 

Besides their shared guilt in the murder of Duncan, Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are 

similar personalities. They are ambitious, smart, cunning, and will use any means necessary to 

achieve their dreams of power. Lady Macbeth is forced to negotiate the acquisition of this power 

in a different way than her husband. In the context of the play she is unable to hold an official 
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position of authority. The highest rank she can hope to reach is the wife of the King, and she uses 

the few advantages in her possession to attain the position. Luckily, unlike other women in the 

play, she is at an advantage because her marriage is like a partnership and, at least initially, she 

communicates freely with Macbeth. He writes her a letter to tell her about his encounter with the 

weird sisters and rushes home so that they can discuss their next step together (1.5). This type of 

information sharing is surprising because it is outside of the norm. Caroline Asp points out, 

“Even though Macduff and his wife seem to be the normative couple in the play, their 

communication with and understanding of each other fall far short of that exhibited between 

Macbeth and his wife”(159). Yet, the partnership can only get her so far.   

Lady Macbeth may privately be her husband’s confidante and partner in crime, but in the 

public realm she is still subject to gender discrimination. Asp explains that in “Macbeth’s 

Scotland” women were not seen as physically or mentally equipped to have any kind of political 

authority. In this marginalized position, Lady Macbeth is “forced to reject her own womanliness, 

to some extent, if she is to be true to her strength” (159). In her soliloquy in Act one Scene five, 

she dares to claim that Duncan is going to enter “Under my battlements”(1.5.38). She claims the 

“battlements” as her own and casts herself as the general of an army.  Then she calls: “Come you 

spirits/ That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here, / And fill me from crown to the toe top-full/ 

Of direst cruelty” (1.5.38-40). She asks to be “unsexed” and stripped of what she perceives to be 

the feminine weakness of compassion and also so she can adopt a masculine identity that will 

help her  muster up the strength to plan Duncan’s murder.  The supposedly masculine qualities 

like courage and cruelty that Lady Macbeth wishes to stir within herself transform her into a 

threatening presence. Her willingness to commit violence in an attempt to fulfill her ambitions 

goes against the expectations of the society in which she lives. When Duncan’s murder is 

discovered she asks what has happened and Macduff tells her, “O gentle lady,/ ‘Tis not for you 

to hear what I can speak./ The repetition in a woman’s ear/ Would murder as it fell”(2.3.79-82). 
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The irony, of course, is that she is supposed to feel faint at the mention of violence, but she 

nearly stabbed Duncan with her own two hands.  

Lady Macbeth’s active role in the murder traverses stereotypical gender boundaries, and 

makes her an enigmatic, or even a threatening character. Some critics interpreted her actions as a 

sign of demonic possession. The 19
th

 century critic Robert Munro claims that she is able to mold 

her husband “with a skill that is almost demoniac, and too horrible to conceive as existing in 

woman, the weaker vessel and ministering angel” (31). He has a hard time reconciling Lady 

Macbeth’s gender with her actions because those unsavory crimes are perceived to be ten times 

more disturbing than they would have been if a man had committed them. Munro calls her skill 

“almost demoniac,” and she has repeatedly been linked to the weird sisters because she calls 

upon spirits in her first soliloquy. Witchcraft is used as an excuse to account for the 

“unwomanly” strength that she takes on in order to plot the murder. Joanna Levin writes, “like 

most witches, the hysteric represented the threat of what could happen to women outside of the 

bounds of the patriarchal family” (33). She highlights how critics, like Munro, labeled women 

who subverted gender norms by displaying ambition, violent tendencies, sexual agency or any 

number of “non-lady like” behaviors as first “witches” and later “hysterics.” These two 

categorizations were used as threats to reinforce patriarchal normativity. But if her “demonic” 

skills help her to manipulate husband’s will, as Munro supposes, then why does Macbeth 

continue to go on killing after he has excluded the Lady from his subsequent plans? 

After King Duncan is murdered the Macbeth’s relationship begins to unravel and Lady 

Macbeth’s role gradually diminishes until she disappears from the stage altogether. Macbeth 

meets with his wife under great duress after he has stabbed the King. She accuses him of being 

“Infirm of purpose” and demands, “Give me the daggers. The sleeping and the dead/ Are but as 

pictures. ‘Tis the eye of childhood/ That fears a painted devil” (2.2.50-53). She is fearless and 
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resolved while Macbeth falters. The cohesion that had existed between the couple shatters. They 

become isolated from each other and are left to deal with their offenses separately.  

Macbeth’s reaction to the crime is that he becomes paranoid, delusional, and murderous. 

He is stricken with paranoia because the Weird Sisters predicted that Banquo’s sons would 

inherit the crown. He is not content with his position as King because, “Thence to be wrenched 

with an unlineal hand,/ No son of mine succeeding. If’t be so,/ For Banquo’s issue have I filed 

my mind”(3.1.64-66) He goes on a killing spree, targeting men, women, and children. He later 

dies on the battlefield, convinced of the delusion that he cannot be killed. Lady Macbeth on the 

other hand, goes into isolation where she privately faces the consequences of her crime. It is 

difficult to analyze exactly how Lady Macbeth deals with the murder because she is given fewer 

and fewer lines as the play progresses, and then vanishes with her death offstage.  The audience 

is given little information about Lady Macbeth’s psychological state in the later scenes of the 

play. Therefore, the sleepwalking scene is important in determining how she copes with the 

deed.  It is a pivotal moment for the character, and its onstage interpretation is crucial to an 

understanding of the character. The doctor who comes in to observe Lady Macbeth is baffled by 

her waking sleep and he claims that, “this disease is beyond my practice” (5.1.49). Even in 

contemporary productions this scene is undoubtedly shrouded in an air of mystification.  

According to Jane A. Bernstein, when the famous English Actress Sarah Siddons played Lady 

Macbeth in 1785, she actually observed “real somnambulists” so she could realistically act the 

scene, and probably to make the scene even more peculiar. Siddons’ interpretation of the scene 

would influence later perceptions of the character and the way in which the scene was staged. 

Bernstein notes, “The costume she wore, made of white satin and, in later years, of a white 

shroud-like material with a bandage around her chin, initially shocked her audience because of 

its association with madness”(33). Her gestures also told of madness because she set down the 

candle that she was holding so she could “compulsively wash away the imagined blood 
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throughout the entire scene” (33). It was a powerful performance, but it led to Lady Macbeth’s 

“madness” as a stage convention.    

It seems that Robert Munro, who wrote his article a century after the Siddons 

performance, has been swayed by the actress’ interpretation when he declares, “In her opening 

speeches we can trace signs of that confusion of thought and moral conception that are…the 

surest preludes to the awful malady with which, we know, she was afterward afflicted”(32). He 

takes it for granted that Lady Macbeth suffers from what he calls “monomania,” and he traces 

the signs of mental illness back to her first appearance in the play. While he had formerly 

accused her of being demonic, the accusation of mental illness completely deflates the limited 

power the Lady might possess. He insinuates that the “masculine” actions she performs in the 

first act of the play are signs of a mental disorder, and he dispossesses her of the strength and 

will required to commit the heinous acts. Macbeth, in contrast, is described as a noble, heroic 

figure who has sadly been led astray by his imbalanced wife. Munro omits the fact that during 

the banquet scene Macbeth disturbs his guests by “hysterically” yelling at the ghost of Banquo.  

Even if a critic were to acknowledge Macbeth’s madness, the way in which the 

“hysterias” of Macbeth and Lady Macbeth are represented mark a distinction in how female and 

male madness are understood. Elaine Showalter examines the different perceptions of the 

psyches of men and women in her history of the psychiatric treatment of female patients in 

England starting from the end of the 18
th

 century (incidentally around the time of Simmons’ 

famous performance). She explains that there is a “fundamental alliance between ‘woman’ and 

‘madness’” (3). Women, she claims, are not only treated for mental illness more often than men, 

but that  they are in general, “typically situated on the side of irrationality, silence, nature and 

body, while men are situated on the side of reason, discourse, culture and mind”(3-4). Showalter 

explains her point by examining the stage conventions connected to Ophelia, the heroine of 

another of Shakespeare’s plays, Hamlet. Ophelia is conventionally portrayed in contrast to 
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Hamlet. “The feminine nature of Ophelia’s insanity” is differentiated from Hamlet’s “universal 

metaphysical distress” (10-11), Showalter elucidates. The stage conventions and critical 

reception of Macbeth in which Lady Macbeth seems to be mad during her sleepwalking scene, 

parallel the representations of Ophelia. Women and hysteria are linked, and madness itself 

becomes a feminine disease, even if the patient who suffers from it is male (Showalter). Munro’s 

essay espouses these stereotypes when he defends Macbeth’s murders of innocent women and 

children. He explains that, “so he sought, by heaping crime upon crime…to bring a kind of 

transient peace to his troubled spirit” (33). He argues for a reason and logic behind illogical 

actions.  

Macbeth’s “irrational” behavior is spurred on by the prophecies of the “Weird Sisters” 

who are associated with supernatural forces. Yet, there is interplay between the supernatural and 

scientific knowledge throughout the performance. After all, the “Weird Sisters” foretelling was 

correct, but Macbeth designed his own destiny. Joanna Levin explains the shift in the culture of 

Jacobean England that occurred right around the time that Macbeth was written. The period of 

the witch hunts were coming to a close and the “scientific” label of the “hysteric” replaced the 

witch. Levin writes, “both natural and supernatural categories promised to reveal the hidden truth 

of femininity; its latent potential for disorder and deception” (29). The feminine nature, once 

susceptible to supernatural enemies, becomes the victim of natural afflictions.  

If these perceptions of women are applied to Macbeth, then the sleepwalking scene turns Lady 

Macbeth from a partner in crime to a representation of the defected feminine nature revealed. 

She cannot handle the masculine attributes that she has tried to disguise herself in. Her mind 

splinters and she becomes a fragile mental patient. Levin explains that, “the demonic woman and 

the hysteric each sought to explain ‘disorderly’ womanhood and to enforce modes of masculinist 

control” (22). The “masculinist control” shifted from punishment to treatment. The belief in 

witchcraft gave women a certain amount of power, even if it was inspired by fear. Women 
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labeled as witches are punished; persecuted and executed, but are still granted a sense of 

autonomy. As outcasts, they live on the fringes of society, but also outside of patriarchal 

containment. Hysterical women, on the other hand, are enfolded into society. They are labeled as 

sick and institutionalized in order to be “cured” by male doctors (Levin).  The depiction of Lady 

Macbeth’s character as hysterical is a way to subdue her, and take away the threat she poses to 

male patriarchal rule. Shoshana Felman argues that insanity is not a form of feminine revolt it, 

“is the impasse confronting those whom cultural conditioning has deprived of the very means of 

protest of self-affirmation” (2). If Lady Macbeth is hysterical, her “unruly” actions and desires 

can be contained. The potential Lady Macbeth has to negotiate power is extinguished entirely 

when she is silenced after her sleepwalking scene. Her silence is complete because her death 

happens offstage. On the other hand, if she is interpreted as suffering from spiritual unrest and 

regret, instead of hysteria, the sense of rebellion her character harnesses through her partnership 

with her husband and “improper” behaviors at the beginning of the play can remain intact.  

Even if Lady Macbeth isn’t portrayed as mad in the sleepwalking scene, isn’t she still 

exhibiting some kind of break down? Yes, but the problem with labeling her as “mad” is that 

hysteria is a gendered disease. If her lines are interpreted as coming from a person suffering from 

mental torment caused by remorse, then her “breakdown” is a non-gendered human reaction as 

opposed to a flawed feminine nature revealed. Judi Dench’s interpretation of Lady Macbeth in 

Trevor Nunn’s 1978 version of Macbeth is an example of a sorrowful, but seemingly sane Lady 

Macbeth. She walks into the scene, sets the candle on the floor and kneels down. She stays in 

this position almost the entire time. The focus is on her face, her grave facial expression and tear 

filled eyes that stare straight ahead. Compare this to Jane Lapotaine in Jack Gold’s 1983 version 

of Macbeth who aimlessly wanders around the stage, and changes her facial expression and tone 

of voice with each line. First, she speaks calmly, smiling as the lines are uttered and then 

excitably cries out. The line, “The thane of fife he had a wife. Where is she/ now?”(5.1.36-37) is 
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sung in a high-pitched whimsical voice that makes the phrase seem like a nursery rhyme. She is 

portraying a woman fragmented and without her former sense of conviction and strength. The 

representation is of a victimized and infantilized figure (Gold), whereas Dench’s Lady Macbeth 

is like a person in mourning. She is dressed all in black, and her hair is hidden by a black head 

covering. She appears to be struggling with deep sorrowful grief and remorse. When she asks 

about Macduff’s wife the lines, “where is she/now?”(5.1.36-37), are bereaved and heartfelt. She 

proclaims, “all the per/fumes of Arabia will not sweeten this little hand”(5.1.42-43) slowly 

pausing before “hand” as if the memory of the dead King fills her mind and blocks her from 

being able to speak. After this, she sends out a long tortured cry that reaches into the depths of 

her soul, and the audience feels all of her regret and anguish (Nunn).   Paul H. Kocher argues that 

because the doctor declared Lady Macbeth’s condition beyond his abilities to help thenLady 

Macbeth was suffering from guilt of conscience and not melancholia. The distinction between 

these two is that melancholia is caused by physical things, but, “Guilt of conscience 

comes…when the rational soul recognizes its sins against the divinely imprinted law of nature” 

(343). Judi Dench’s interpretation of the sleepwalking scene supports Kocher’s claim that she is 

a “rational soul” lamenting her sins. Although Lady Macbeth has few lines after the death of 

Duncan, there’s little evidence within the lines of the play itself that she has gone crazy. At the 

dinner party while Macbeth is frantically yelling at Banquo’s ghost it is Lady Macbeth who tries 

to calm the guests by putting on a straight face as she speaks her last waking lines. They are 

advice to her husband, she tells him, “You lack the season of all natures, sleep”(3.5.140).  

The interpretation of Lady Macbeth’s sleepwalking scene is crucial in our understanding 

of her character. The stage conventions that have led to her portrayal as a madwoman acting out 

in her sleep affirms negative stereotypes about women because it asserts the fact that women are 

unable to handle a powerful or “masculine” role. A hysteric Lady Macbeth is extinguished 

because of her attempts to play a male part, and becomes a pitiful victim in need of a doctor. Yet, 
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the doctor cannot help her, and this is not because she is too far gone, but instead because she 

suffers from the universal human emotions of sorrow and regret, for which there is no treatment.  
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Victor Alao 

 

The Devil Does Not Make Them Like That  

 

Adim stood outside that morning and let his chewing stick dangle from his mouth. As he 

watched the morning sun blot the clouds with crimson stains, he came to the same conclusion 

that every man in the area already had—Mrs. Jatala was a very special woman. It is easy to miss 

at first, but anyone who has seen Mrs. Jatala would know there is something special about her. It 

was not in the way her hips curved, with their trophy handle bend, into her body – though that 

was usually enough reason for men to stop and look at her when she walked on the street. And 

when they did, their eyes usually settled on her buttocks and how lively they seemed with the 

way they gyrated, swinging up/left and down/right, as she moved. And when the men gossiped 

about her, it was usually about how there was a certain wonder to her body, a certain allure, that 

their wives could just not match. This wonder, the men said, was not also in how her breasts 

seemed full and ripe. Not that any of them had seen her naked. Whenever Mrs. Jatala walked on 

the street, they could see the rippling effect from the overstuffed blouse that tried to contain her. 

Some of them would go out of their way, crossing the street as cars blared horns to their deadly 

wish, simply to ask her how she’s doing. And she would answer fine, very fine. At that, they left 

her and never asked after her child.  

 For Adim that morning, he wondered how he missed all these signs and how they pointed 

to a very special woman. Even at his work as a bartender, the signs were there when the men met 

and went over the day’s tiring events. They mentioned Mrs. Jatala, but as usual never mentioned 

her son. If they did, it was usually under the guise of disgust for him while Adim, who served 

these men, was disgusted that she was not respected among the men. 

“That boy passed me this morning and he did not greet me. Can you believe that? He did 

not greet me,” one of the men would say. 
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   “He has not respect for the grey of your head,” another would reply to him. 

  “Leave him. You know he is enjoying the goodwill of his mother,” a third would reply to 

him. 

   At that, they would leave Mrs. Jatala’s family and move on to other topics like politics 

and other pressing matters. But as Adim poured them beer, he wondered if their hatred for Mrs. 

Jatala’s son was because they longed for something they could not have from her. Since he 

moved in with his best friend, Jantiko, he never saw anything that would make the men hate him, 

even his secret, which he kept well. Especially his secret, which he guarded very well.  

   Jantiko never thought of his secret as a secret. To him, it was no one’s concern if he 

preferred the lips of Adim to that of other girls. But Adim always begged him to keep this secret 

a secret. 

“What will they say?” Adim would tell Jantiko, usually after his fingers had just played 

with Jantiko’s hard self.  

“Let them say.” Jantiko would tell him. “These people are backward; in other countries, 

this is very legal…” 

“But we can’t let people know or else…” 

“Or else what?” 

“Don’t you care?” Adim’s voice would rise with worry as he would wonder how the 

mole on Jantiko’s chest was a closed secret only he knew, a beauty that no one else knew 

existed, covered from every eye with shirts, but open to his audience in the nude.   

“I love you and that’s all that matters,” Jantiko would answer with his member rising. 

“Now where do you want it?” he would ask Adim who smiled. 

On those days, after they were done, he was usually tempted to tell Jantiko of the things 

the men said about his mother. Those days, he would wonder why a woman who worked so hard 

to provide a roof for her family would be made so public in gossip. The men all had their reasons 
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for why Mrs. Jatala would choose to remain single when there was a perfect, able-bodied man, 

with every part ready and functioning who could take care of her. But because she never opened 

her legs for any of the men, they just assumed there was a special person somewhere that knew 

of the yellowed thighs and what they led to. It was human nature and Adim could not blame 

them. Mrs. Jatala had been kind to him, providing a roof for his head, allowing him sleep in the 

same room with his best friend. In return, he worked at the beer parlor and used his wages to buy 

things for the house whenever he suspected they were needed. He wondered if Mrs. Jatala knew 

of his and Jantiko’s secret. Did she hear them when Jantiko wailed with passion as he plunged 

deeper into him? Adim was more of a wincing man so when Jantiko did him, he moaned with the 

pleasure of a woman burning with the sensual desire that only hard dicks could satisfy. And 

Jantiko did know how to do him, adding spice to his vigor by calling him daddy. The television 

of the room was always on to confuse whoever was outside the room and Adim wondered if it 

did the exact trick it was supposed to. Maybe there was nothing to worry about after all and his 

fears were empty. 

Jantiko, on the other hand, wanted Adim to be braver and embrace their love openly. 

There was more to their lives than just staying in the room and entering each other. He loved 

Adim the way he believed Adim should be loved; in dreams, thoughts, and actions. In his 

dreams, Adim and him were usually beyond the stuffed room and were able to love each other 

openly, just like the movies. They were able to kiss one another the way those people in the 

movies did. It did not matter anymore when they discovered they were in love with each other. 

All that mattered now was that that love should be shared with the eyes of others. But Adim 

always stopped him, no matter how convincing the logic was that there was nothing stopping 

them from sharing this love with the world, Adim always stopped him. When he walked in the 

streets, the thought burned him and ate him. Those who stopped to greet him usually had to call 

his name twice, sometimes thrice, before they got his attention. And when he spoke to them, he 
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wanted to tell them he was in love and there was nothing they could do about it. He wanted 

Adim to see the world through his eyes and ears, take in the streets and the shrill cry of the cars 

as they bullied each other off the road, laugh at the bus conductors as they sang their destinations 

to passengers. And when night came, he wanted to be able to hold Adim’s hands under the street 

lamps and watch as people pointed to the meat they wanted on Suya stands, or be entertained by 

the drunks as they staggered into the night. There was more he longed for, but he was satisfied 

with this as a start, just their eyes exploring the world in unison. But Adim always said no, it was 

too dangerous for anyone to know. It was important that no one knew because once the secret 

came out, then the men who already wanted an excuse to discover what made Mrs. Jatala so 

special would come to the conclusion that those who God has blessed in excess must suffer with 

the deficit of something. And that was a lie. 

The day before, Jantiko took his morning walk to romanticize love and other things when 

Adim allowed himself the comfort of an empty house to tidy up and show to his benefactor how 

grateful he was for staying in their house. If not for them, he could be living under a bridge 

somewhere, suffering the disgrace that every eye would associate him with, and when darkness 

came, the whoosh of speeding cars overhead would keep him awake. It was one of the things 

better left imagined. He was thankful for mundane blessings like breakfast, a soft bed, extra 

change to spend. If he did not have a home, who knew, he might even be sleeping in the beer 

parlor, forced to listen to the men gossip and when they were done, sleep on the benches they sat 

on and wake up in the morning with the wood kneading pain into every part of his body. And so, 

in gratitude, whenever he could find moments like these, this empty house would become clean 

with the touch of his care, nursing every part of it and arranging things to places where the eye 

would agree them to be.  

As soon as he was done, he slouched on one of the couches and thought of Jantiko. He 

thought of their love and how far it had come. Theirs was still something that had to be protected 
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from the world, and he hoped Jantiko understood the reasons why it had to be so. Then his 

fingers found his hard member, and he thought more of Jantiko. There were things he longed to 

do to Jantiko, not that they had not tried everything, but if a man and woman were allowed to 

keep things “fresh” in the bedroom, it was simply a right of his and his lover to find ways to keep 

things “fresh” too. And so, he stroked himself while his imagination soared like an eagle to 

explore the land where imagination could create something new and totally “fresh.” There was 

also the thrill of their relationship, something so secret, so forbidden, which was always sweetly 

explored while the rest of the world could only guess. The soft cushion he slept on became 

transformed to a soft bed with fat pillows that a sultan in a painting once slept in. The table that 

was in front of him became a servant that blew breeze on to his skin while he and Jantiko were 

surrounded by different men they could taste from – since they had only each other, he wondered 

if Jantiko ever wondered what it would be like to hear others wince or moan or cry from the love 

they could offer. And as Adim reveled in his thoughts, he sank deeper in his fantasy to consider 

everything that he could offer Jantiko and what move he would try on him when he came from 

his walk. 

Adim didn’t hear the door open and even if he did, he knew it was going to be Jantiko. It 

would be a pleasant and very “fresh” thing for him to come home to see Adim all ready for him, 

at least that’s what Adim thought. But nonetheless, he still did not hear the door open but broke 

out of his fantasy when the voice that spoke was not Jantiko’s deep calming one. 

“Is this what you do when I’m not around?” Mrs. Jatala said and Adim forgot about 

harems and soft beds while trying his best to pull his trousers to cover his shame. He looked at 

Mrs. Jatala and knew his days of under a bridge had surely come. The days that he eluded and 

worked so hard to keep as far from him as the sky is to the earth had come. He was going to 

sleep under a bridge and would have to be the face that many who pitied the poor would see. 
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And his relationship with Jantiko…how would he explain to this woman who just took care of 

him without knowing there was much more going under her roof. And so, he begged.  

“I’m sorry ma. I’m sorry. It was the devil…” he said. 

“The devil does not make them like that,” Mrs. Jatala smiled. Adim was confused at first. 

He was watching Mrs. Jatala smiling, and he did not know whether his hands should be 

tightening his belt, or his mouth should be apologizing for his act, or his tongue should begin 

telling her the truth about him and Jantiko.  

“I’m sorry ma,” he said again. 

She said nothing but walked past him still smiling.  

“I’m sorry,” this time he prostrated and laid himself flat so Mrs. Jatala would see for 

herself that he was nothing but beneath every respect that he had garnered all these years.  

“Yes, that. Don’t do that again,” she said and walked out of the house, stopping at the 

door to look at him one more time and smiled again. 

“Should I pack my bags?” he managed to ask the question that filled his mind with its 

horror. 

“For what?” 

“For…” 

“Oh, that. No,” she smiled and walked out of the room. 

When Jantiko came back, Adim was not in the mood for love. His mind was on that 

smile. When evening came, he left for work, happy to avoid Mrs. Jatala and the obligatory 

clumsy air that would surround his presence with Mrs. Jatala. He went to work and listened to 

the men speak of Mrs. Jatala and how all those who spoke to her received a very warm response, 

warmer than usual. They spoke of how she glowed with a smile and those who were very 

observant spoke of how every part of her seemed to pronounce its presence more to the air; her 

swinging hips moved with a bubbly jive, her breasts seemed puffed in her dress, and her face 
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was etched with a smile. There were those who spoke in regret that they never took their 

discourse with her further, for all they knew, it could have been their lucky day. 

Adim got home was happy to see that the living room was empty. He walked into the 

room and he saw Jantiko, all ready for him. He got into bed and Jantiko tried to get Adim’s 

member to stand, it wouldn’t obey. Adim’s mind was on that smile. In his head, he should be 

sleeping under a bridge with the night wind grazing him the way a cloth would. He should be 

waking up in the morning with an empty stomach that would complain of the horrors of his 

mistake but he was still here.   

“I’m tired,” he told Jantiko who went to bed immediately. There was no way any part of 

him would obey any command tonight.  

But the next morning, he stood and watched the morning sun, enjoying the way the birds 

darted across the sky, and bird songs rose from electric poles and trees to fill the air. As he 

watched the morning sun, and listened to a world undisturbed by mechanical drone of activity 

from the rest of the world, he thought of that smile, and the way it made its way into his dream 

during the night and disturbed him throughout the previous day. There was only one way to 

know what it meant, he thought. And then, he made up his mind to talk to Mrs. Jatala and 

thought of how funny it would be for Jantiko to call him daddy. 
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Andrea Pelose 

 

Perrault’s Home for Children in Need 

 

   

Silence infected the dining room, rushing against Neva’s skin, like an open door in 

January.  She cupped her hands around her porcelain coffee mug, stared at her case files, and 

tried to negate the feeling of his eyes on her.  Brendon inched closer behind her chair, his 

woodsy scent combating the smell of her creamer. He placed his oversized hand on her shoulder 

then retracted it swiftly. 

 “I’m all packed,” He said. His words, though spoken softly, formed goose bumps 

underneath her thin sweater.  

 Neva stood, thrusting files into her shoulder bag. “Good. I’m late for work.” 

 “Did you want to maybe get some breakfast? Talk a little?” Neva studied his face, the 

webbing of wrinkles and gaunt cheekbones.  He had aged significantly over the past year, but his 

expression was always filled with the same-yellowed shades of yearning.   

 “My kids need me.” 

 Brendon gently grabbed her hand as she tried to walk away.  “They aren’t your kids, Nev. 

Helping them won’t bring her back.” His eyes prodded her skin, peeling back the layers for a 

part of her that no longer existed—the part that contained him. “Please, just talk to me. At some 

point you have to stop walking away from this. It was an accident. It wasn’t your fault. It wasn’t 

anyone’s fault. Just tell me what I can do to help you.” 

 “Leave the paperwork on the counter on your way out.”  She walked toward the door and 

turned back around. “And don’t forget to wear your seatbelt.” 
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 The children slowly trickled into a circle by the stone-edged fireplace in the living room 

of the home.  Cindy and Len had arrived early. Cindy, an obsessive compulsive cleaner, the 

result of being locked in the basement by her stepmother, was the only eight-year-old one would 

probably ever meet that felt the need to arrive early just to “tidy up.” 

Len typically used his limp as an excuse for tardiness, but after last week’s lecture, he 

made it a point to leave his room early. Now a teenager, he had spent most of his youth at the 

home. He was the sole survivor of the Piper killing sprees that had stripped the city of hundreds 

of children. Most of the city saw his limp as a blessing, since it was the reason he was unable to 

keep up with the other victims that were lured into the lake and drowned. Len saw it differently.  

To him, his limp brought back the splashing water and scared voices of his friends.  

 Cindy walked over to wipe down his cane with an antibacterial wipe and Len swatted her 

away with a rolled up magazine. “Can we get this over with already?” Len protested.  

 “You know that the point of group therapy is to have a group,” Neva said.  

 “Is Joseph coming today?” Cindy asked, hiding her blushed cheeks in her apron.  

 “No, I’m afraid he’s still not feeling well,” Neva said. 

 “Did he try and off himself again?” Len asked.  

 Cindy walked over and squirted him in the face with a bottle of Febreze.  “Jerk! It’s not 

his fault his parents died and his fosters beat him so bad he’s depressed all the time. At least he’s 

still nice.” 

“Oh stop getting so defensive over your little Prince Charming,” Len said. 

“Len, if you’re trying to win back your TV privileges I suggest you pull back  

the attitude a bit,” Neva said, in a calm tone. “Cindy, you know we don’t discuss other group 

member’s histories unless they are present. And put down the air freshener.”  

 Cindy crossed the room and greeted Maida, who walked with her Bible pressed between 

her arm and the side of her dress.  
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Despite the fact that Maida had been at the home for a few months, the first thing anyone 

noticed about her when she walked into the room was her stubbed arms.  Maida was raised in a 

devout family of Jehovah’s Witnesses. Her father chopped off both of her hands because he 

claimed the devil was threatening him.  Maida, with twelve years’ worth of preaching embedded 

into her head, instantly forgave her father.  

Last to arrive were Hank and Gretchen, who still looked slightly drugged and disoriented.  

The siblings had come to the home only two nights earlier. They were the youngest of the group. 

Hank was seven and Gretchen was five.  

“I’d like to start with an introduction from Hank or Gretchen, our two newest group 

members,” Neva started, pen and paper in hand. “Hank, Gretchen, say as much or as little as 

you’d like.”  

“What would you like us to say?” Hank asked timidly.  

“How about you tell us how you got here,” Neva said.  

“My dad lost his job. We were all hungry.  So my parents left us on the highway for a bit, 

to find food,” Gretchen said, cautiously studying the reactions of everyone around the circle.  

Hank slid his hand on top of his sister’s. “This wasn’t the first time they did this, it’s just the first 

time we couldn’t find our way back home because of the medicine our mom gave us.”  

Cindy walked over and handed them both a bottle of Scrubbing Bubbles. They looked 

over at Neva, confused, and she shook her head reassuringly. “Thank you, both of you. Who else 

would like to go?” 

“My daddy used to say children are to blame for the world’s evils and that’s why our 

parents punished us? Do you think that’s true, Dr. White?” asked Maida. 

 “No. It is a parent’s job to love her child, “Neva said firmly. “Obviously for the people in 

this room, it is difficult to see that. Humans can fail. There is no excuse for the things that have 

happened to you. I’m merely here to teach you how to cope.”  
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 “Do you have kids?” Hank said. 

 “I have a daughter,” Neva said, smiling cheerfully.  

 “But I thought—” Len began. 

 “I have a shoe missing. Has anyone seen it?” Cindy interjected.   

 All the lights at her house were asleep when she entered, the moonlight soaked through 

the windows, drawing bedtime stories on the walls.  She went to the kitchen to set down her bag. 

There on the counter, as requested, was the paperwork, weighted down by an apple, crowned by 

a gold wedding ring.  Neva slid the ring off the stem and set it over Brendon’s signature. She 

took a bite from the apple, allowing the juices to drip halfway down her chin before she 

remembered how much she detested the taste of one. She threw away the remainder and went 

into her bedroom. 

Hours later, the sound of a small, whispered voice shook her awake.  She reached across 

Brendon’s abandoned side of the bed cautiously to flip on the light.  

“Rose?” Neva said. “Are you there?”  

“I can’t sleep. I hate the dark.” 

“I’m coming,” Neva said. She unfolded herself from the bed and left the room. Across 

the hall, she entered a child’s room, laced with pinks and golds. The room was untouched—

stuffed animals sat idly, waiting for more tea. A polka dot dress hung on its hanger, ready for the 

next day’s use. Her nose searched for the strawberry scent of Rose’s shampoo, but instead 

smelled like burning rubber.  

“Rose?” Neva said. “It’s just me. You can stop hiding underneath your bed.” 

“You promise you’re not a monster?” 

“I promise,” Neva chuckled. “Especially not the fire-breathing dragon kind.” 
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Rose inched her way out from under the bed, toes first, all the way until the last of her 

blonde pigtails had been recovered. She smiled, wiping away the black asphalt on her fairy 

pajamas.  

“Will you read me a story?” She asked. 

“Of course,” Neva smiled.   

Neva helped Rose into her twin-sized bed, tucking the two of them tightly beneath the 

blankets.  Rose pressed her frozen, metaled cheek onto her mother’s shoulder. Neva reached into 

the nightstand drawer with her free arm and pulled out their favorite antique novel. She rocked it 

open, and began, “Once upon a time in a great castle, a Prince’s daughter grew up happy and 

content, in spite of a jealous stepmother. Her skin was delicate and fair.” 

 As Neva read, she noticed a red substance, like melting cherry Jell-O, oozed from her 

daughter’s skull, sliding down her arm, and painted the bed beneath them.  She continued to read 

until both of them fell into a deep, comforted sleep.  
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Zachary Poelker 

 

Dirty Little Secret 

 

 

  Doug tried to balance the joint between his thumb and index finger, but it had been 

smoked down too far.  The heavy fleece of his winter gloves wouldn’t fit around what was left of 

the wrapping paper, and settled on the smoking tip instead.  Doug still attempted to bring the 

roach up to his lips, but it slipped from his gloved fingers.  The wind took it, and blew it away 

from the balcony of his third story apartment.  Shit. 

Doug checked his watch, but like always realized that he wasn’t wearing one. He hadn’t 

owned one since he broke his Timex against the fence while playing flag football in sixth-grade. 

Instead he reached into his pocket, flipped open his cellphone and saw that it was five minutes 

till noon.  He turned and ran down the spiral staircase towards the alley, falling against the rail on 

each landing as he tried to change direction on the ice. 

  As he finished his descent, his head began spinning, half hungover and half high.  He 

sloshed through the snow and into the alley.  There he stopped, struggling to breathe.  He put his 

hands on his knees and vomited.  His yellow stomach bile shone in the white snow.  

Doug stood up straight and checked his phone. It now read 11:58.  He walked a few steps 

and popped out of the alley and onto Lincoln Avenue in front of the Subway.  An attractive 

woman walking down the street seemed startled by his sudden appearance.  He muttered a quick 

“excuse me,” and shuffled past her.  “Nice shoes,” she said after he walked by. 

Doug stopped and looked down at his feet.  In his rush to leave the apartment he had 

forgotten to change out of his slippers.  He had no choice now.  If he went back home and 

changed shoes he’d be late, and Doug was never late on Sundays.   

Doug looked up from his feet and into the Subway window, where a glaringly overweight 

man was wiping tomato sauce off the front of his shirt.  The man glanced through the window, 
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where his eyes met Doug’s.  After a few seconds, he lifted up his foot and put it on the table. He 

flashed a “thumbs up.” He was wearing the exact same slippers that Doug was. 

Doug tasted the vomit re-accumulating in his mouth and swallowed it hard.  He put his 

head down and continued on his way, hoping no one else would look at his feet. 

 “Hey Dougie, glad you could make it,” Kelly said as soon as Doug stepped inside of 

Wise Fool’s Pub.  “You know me,” Doug said, looking up at the TV.  The kicker had just placed 

the ball on the tee.  “Always just in time.” 

 Doug sat down at the bar.  Kelly placed a glass under the Budweiser tap and let it flow.  

Doug looked back up at the TV.  The ball was in the air.  Touchback.  He looked back down at 

the bar.  The Bud draft and a shot glass filled with Jim Beam were waiting for him.  Dough threw 

the shot back and scanned his surroundings. 

 “Where’s big, bad Vlad?” Doug asked Kelly, referring to Vladimir, the Russian bouncer 

and Kelly’s very, very protective boyfriend.  Doug had found that out the hard way when he 

drunkenly tried to take Kelly home two years ago.  He had just moved to Chicago and thought a 

bartender giving him free drinks meant that she wanted to go to have intercourse.  Instead, he 

discovered Kelly was the kind of bartender who gave free shots to everyone, and her gigantic, 

Eastern-European boyfriend was the kind of bouncer who would break a Smirnoff bottle off your 

head. 

“He closed up last night so I let him sleep in a little,” Kelly said.  “Should be here later 

on.”   

“He get a lot of action today?” 

“Yeah,” Kelly said sliding another shot of whiskey in front of Doug.  “People betting 

your squad mainly, with Rodgers not playing.”  Doug nodded.  He’d bet on the Lions too, but not 

with Vlad.  The thought of owing that commie psycho a couple hundred dollars was enough to 
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make even Paul Bunyan wince.   Doug rubbed his beard.  He may look like Paul Bunyan, but he 

definitely wasn’t tough enough to carry an axe. 

“So, how was your Christmas?” Kelly said, topping off another glass of Bud and placing 

it front of him.  “Fine I guess,” Doug responded.  The highlight of his trip back to Michigan had 

been his forceful removal from Ford Field for pouring his brother’s beer on a Charger’s fan 

sitting in front of him.  Doug would never waste his own alcohol, after all. 

“Oh yeah? Santa bring you anything special?”  Doug looked down at his feet, resting 

comfortably in his slippers.  The interior of the shoe was covered with some sort of wavy cloth, 

maybe unicorn fur he thought, which cushioned his feet like it was a pillow from heaven.  Doug 

leaned back and saw the word “UGG” printed on the heel of his left shoe.   

“Nope,” he said to Kelly.  “Not too good a haul this year.”  He threw back the shot of 

whiskey and chased it with his beer. Before he knew it, Kelly had placed a couple more full 

glasses in front of him. 

Matt Stafford’s pass fluttered to the ground, and the clock read 0.  Doug slammed his fist 

into the bar.  “Son of a bitch,” he yelled.  No one looked up. 

“Yeah that’s a tough one,” Kelly said walking back towards him.  “But hey, at least they 

covered.” 

“Not for me,” Doug said.  “I took them on the money.”   Yes, the Lions loss to the 

Packers meant that Doug had lost his bet, but he didn’t really care about the money right now.  

He’d gone 3-0 on the other early games he’d wagered, and the Lions had already clinched a 

playoff spot.  “I just fucking hate the Packers.” 

Kelly nodded.  It was Chicago.  Everyone hated the Packers.  Doug downed the rest of 

his Budweiser in one gulp and got up from his stool.   

“You going over to Papa’s?” Kelly asked.   

“Yeah, you want anything?”   
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“No, I’ll just eat some of yours.” 

Doug smiled.  The thought of splitting his chicken tenders with Kelly, of her perfectly 

pink tongue licking the left over breading from her lips, of her tossing her golden blonde hair 

with a hand full of French fry grease, stirred him in his crotch and caused a small tent to form in 

his dark grey Jordan sweatpants. He sat there, daydreaming a moment longer, imagining that this 

batch of chicken tenders would show Kelly what he was all about, would make her forget all 

about the Russian and fall madly in love with him.  This batch of chicken tenders would make 

her fall in love with America again. 

Dough opened his eyes, and saw Kelly staring curiously.  He readjusted his pants, rose 

gingerly from his stool and hobbled out the bar, still waiting for the blood to flee his genital 

regions. 

Doug cleaned up on the late afternoon games.  By the time Kansas City pounded Denver, 

Baltimore held on against Cincinnati and San Diego outscored Oakland, Doug had over a grand 

in profits on the day.  The night game was New York and Dallas, and even a newb with $9.95 in 

his Bodog account knew Romo always choked under pressure.  It might as well have been 

money in the bank. 

To celebrate, Doug ordered a round of whiskey shots for the bar.  After Kelly was done 

pouring them, Doug grabbed the bottle out of her hands, ripped the funnel off and gulped it 

down. 

“Damn, it feels good,” Doug said to nobody in particular before plopping back down on 

his stool.   

“Oh yeah?” Doug looked over his shoulder and saw Vladimir standing over him, smiling.  

Looks like his book had a nice day as well.  “What’s that?” Vladimir asked with his thick accent.  

He grabbed the bottle back from Doug and placed it on the other side of the bar. 
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“Good day that’s all, Ivan Drago,” Doug said.  He stood up and got chest-to-chest with 

his Russian counterpart, liquid courage fueling his new-found assertiveness. 

Vladimir laughed and rubbed Doug’s head like he was a cute little poodle who’d just 

learned not to poop in the house.  “Good day huh?” the giant said.  “I guess everyone has them 

once in a while.” 

Vladimir removed his gigantic hand from Doug’s head and looked him up and down, 

before settling his eyes on Doug’s feet.  “Nice UGGs,” Vladimir said, chuckling.  “Real manly.”  

Vladimir turned his back and began walking down the bar away from Doug and past the other 

snickering patrons.   

Doug’s face turned bright red, as opposed to the soft pinkish hue the whiskey had been 

giving it for hours.  Rage steamed down from his brain, and filled his eyes and cheeks.  He was 

bringing that Commie down. RONALD REAGAN!! 

 “They are nice,” Doug said firmly.  There was no quiver in his voice or his walk as he 

strutted down the bar towards Vladimir. 

The big Russian didn’t budge.  “What?” he said without turning around. 

“I said they are nice,” Doug repeated. Doug continued his walk down the bar towards 

Vladimir who was just now turning to face him.  Soon the two men were again nose-to-nose, 

smelling each other’s breath. 

Doug removed his right shoe and held it up in front of the Russian’s face.  “Yeah, these 

are UGG slippers,” he said, “and my mom got them for me for Christmas.”   

Doug stared straight into Vladimir’s eyes.  For the first time since the Russian had lodged 

six shards of glass into his scalp, there was no fear in Doug’s heart.   

“They have rabbit fur or some shit in them, which makes them very comfortable,” Doug 

said.  “Tom Brady wears them and so do I.”   
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Doug looked into Vladimir’s eyes for a few more seconds.  With his blurred vision, he 

couldn’t tell whether the bookie was scared or confused.  He didn’t care.  It was 2012 now. 

Doug put his shoe back on and turned around.  He walked back towards his stool and put 

on his coat.  “Tom Brady? With the hair like Justin Bieber?”  Vladimir said from across the bar 

in a last ditch effort to save some face.   

 “You don’t say anything about Bieber!” Doug said, his rage finally boiling over into his 

voice. “That kid’s something special.” 

From across the room Doug stared right into Vladimir’s eyes.  He reached back over the 

bar and grabbed the bottle of Beam.  Vladimir didn’t move a muscle as Doug lifted it to his lips 

and began chugging.  Most of the liquor seeped out of his mouth and ran down his face and into 

his beard. Quickly, it began trickling down even further, dropping giant blotches of liquor onto 

his powder-blue Lion’s shirt.  Soon he was out of breath and removed the bottle.  He gagged 

violently. 

Still struggling to breathe, Doug turned and walked out of the bar and onto the sidewalk.  

He knew what was coming.  He stepped off of the curb, and continued to gag.     

Doug couldn’t fight it anymore.  He bent over, grabbed his knees and vomited yellow 

stomach bile right there in the white snow of Lincoln Avenue. 

When he was finished barfing, Doug stood up and wiped some of the puke chunks out of 

his beard. He looked down at his feet.  His UGGs were now covered with a layer of regurgitated 

whiskey. They were ruined.  

Doug looked up and turned back towards the bar where he saw Kelly standing outside the 

door.  Maybe she had followed him to say that she was proud of how he stood up to his arch 

enemy, or that she was stupid for dating a James Bond villain or that she loved men in slippers.  

Instead she said nothing and simply watched as a grown man vomited alcohol on his most prized 

possession.   
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Kelly and Doug looked at each other without saying a word.  After a few seconds, she 

turned around and walked back into Wise Fool’s Pub.  See you next Sunday.  Until then, I’ll be 

sharing a bed with the giant Russian. Vladimir’s roars of laughter could be heard as Kelly 

opened the door and disappeared. 

Doug turned and walked north on Lincoln Avenue.  Past the 7-11 and the Subway and 

into the alley.  Past his original yellow bile still shining in the white snow.  Up the spiral 

staircase and into his apartment. 

From there, Doug stumbled in the dark, eventually making his way from the back door to 

the fridge—where he grabbed a cold Budweiser—before staggering to the living room, spilling 

his beer as he turned the TV on, and let the lights of Giant’s Stadium flood his apartment.   

Doug turned and fell ass-first onto the couch, all of his weight sinking down deep into the 

black leather. He brought the now half-empty beer to his mouth and downed it with one gulp.  

When he was finished, he threw the bottle into the other room and lay down, listening to it roll 

on the hardwood floors.  

He closed his eyes and fell asleep with the TV on and the backdoor open, the wind 

blowing snow in off the balcony. 
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Angel Woods  

 

Morning/Noon/Night  

 

  

At 2:12 AM, the house at the end of Linwood Drive was visible from the opposite end of 

the street. It was visible from across a stretch of farm land that extended from the back of the 

street to the main road, Torrence Ave. Laura wasn’t sure about any further distances, but she 

liked to think that the crisp February air and the lack of ambient light in the surrounding sky 

made the house visible from space. Every light in the house, except for the two behind David’s 

and Jeremiah’s closed doors, was on. If someone had passed in front of the house at 238 

Linwood then, they would have a seen a small, dark figure standing in the front window.  

Laura crossed her arms over her chest and thought of her science books. When she was a 

child, she saw a picture of the earth at night. Tiny pinpricks of light lit North America, they 

crossed themselves in iridescent, glittering veins across the landmass’ face. The house was 

ablaze, lit on the darkened street. She imagined Illinois, the grid in Monee, dark except for her 

home. The house was visible from space, maybe even from heaven. She wanted nothing more 

than for George to see. 

In the hospital, Laura slept under the antiseptic glare of fluorescent lighting. It hummed 

on top of her skin. That last month, before hospice sent George home to die, she logged more 

hours at his bedside than their home. She began to look for halos then. They would form at night, 

around George, around the nurses. When she couldn’t sleep, Laura would turn to the window and 

stare out on the parking lot. In blackness she and George floated in fluorescent light; a small, thin 

woman, and a haloed man in a hospital bed.  

Laura turned to her mother who sat in the chair closest the window. She looked down at 

the book perched on Paula’s knees, and stared at her bent head until her mother looked up.  

“Do you think George can see the lights?”  
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“No. But I think he’s seeing the glory of God as light. I don’t think he misses our 

darkness. I also think it’s time for you to rest.” She placed her hand on the base of the lamp 

closest to her chair, feeling around for the switch. Laura put her hand out to stop her. “Leave it 

on, just in case.”  Paula nodded.  

Laura sat heavily on her bed, looking up only when her mother entered the room a 

moment later. She walked forward and tugged at the hem of Laura’s shirt upwards, pulling the 

sweatshirt over her head. “Your pajamas?” Laura pointed dumbly towards the pile of clothing in 

her reading chair. The first time she dressed George, she’d stood just beyond the doorway and 

watched him try to accomplish the task by himself for about 10 minutes.  He’d raised his arms 

clumsily like there were weights on the end and then shoved them through the arm holes. He 

panted slightly as he pulled the hoodie up, over his arms and onto his shoulders.  She moved 

forward to congratulate him when she noticed the tears. His fingers gave out, collapsing on the 

fabric and curling into themselves like newborn babies. She stepped into the room and zipped his 

sweatshirt, pulling a matching pair of pants off of the bed and bending before his chair. When he 

kicked her, she thought it was a cramp. She ran a hand over his leg as if to smooth it away. She 

pulled the fabric over his other ankle and shimmed the pants up his leg. He pushed his arm out, 

aiming it at her head and it caught her shoulder instead, landing heavily near her neck. She 

stopped pushing the pants up and met his eyes—angry and helpless. She flicked the hand off of 

her shoulder. She stood and slapped him once across the face.  He flinched, but didn’t speak.   

Laura felt her mother unclasp her bra and push a fresh t-shirt over her head. She slid her 

arms out of the straps and pulled the cotton over her head before lying back against the 

comforter. She slipped beneath the cool sheets and her mother crawled in beside her. Paula 

smelled of baby lotion and Shea butter. She held her daughter and began to pray. Laura let the 

tears soak into her pillow, her breath catching between sobs. Her mother whispered “Let God 

hold you baby.”  
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*** 

Laura watched the sun spill over the horizon like lava. It broke, wave-like and lovely 

against the fresh, white walls. She turned to where her mother slept and watched her in envy. 

Somewhere in the house a board settled, a dish slipped in the drying rack, and the furnace ticked, 

then roared to life. Laura only felt safe to sleep when the sun heaved its entire circle up and over 

the horizon line.  

 There was hunger, sharp and afflicting, Laura felt it nibble at the last of her strength. 

There had been no food since George died. This is how it was: Laura let go of things, testing 

their weight in her hands and casting them off. This morning, she held food in her right hand; all 

of the breakfasts, lunches, and dinners that she would never have with George. In the other hand, 

was her new counter-weight; the gravity of George’s leaving. Infinitely heavy. Laura nourished 

herself on memories of George. She lay in their bed letting the memories gambol through her 

mind like children in a park. They summersaulted, rolling end over end and she clutched at them, 

halted their play and drew them in, kicking and screaming, for closer inspection.  

When David knocked she ignored him. He continued, loud and persistent until she let 

him in. She watched her youngest stand in the doorway. Where Jeremiah took after George 

physically, David did not. George was short and compact, and before ALS carved the weight 

from his body, he carried muscle on his frame. She remembered how they stretched, smooth and 

seal-like under his skin. David took his height, his lankiness from her people. He had her hands 

as well. George’s were made for holding tools. The fingers were calloused and squared; the 

palms impossibly broad. Her hands were long and thin and in their replication on a man, on 

David’s wrists, they looked most comfortable holding a charcoal pencil.  

He was a freshman at the University of Michigan, and Laura had to admit to herself that 

she didn’t know much else. In August, she and Jeremiah loaded the Explorer and drove him up 

to the campus. She felt guilty for leaving the house, even after her mother offered to stay with 
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George and his nurse. They pulled up to the curb of the freshman dorm and she stood there, the 

crowd surging around her.  She watched fathers carry their daughter’s trunks up the stairs. She 

watched them bend and lift futon frames, the giddy faces of their sons at the other end. The last 

thing David had lifted was George; he carried him from his chair that morning and placed him in 

the tub so that Laura could wash the stink from him. She decided then that he needed college; he 

needed the space.  

She thought of the tuition checks she’d addressed and mailed to the university. She 

answered the phone when he called home and sent money without being asked, but never 

encouraged him to come and visit like she imagined other parents would. She called him home 

last week to say goodbye, and when the funeral ended, she intended to push him right back out of 

the nest. He approached like a wounded animal.  

“Mom, breakfast is ready, come and eat something.” 

“How are classes?” 

“Mom, you need to eat. Come on, get your robe.” 

“Have you made any friends?”  

“Later. We’ll talk and I’ll catch you up on everything.”  

“Are you eating there?”  

“I have to do something to keep that hollow leg filled.” 

“David, I’m sorry.”  

“For what?” He said. “You know what? No. Not now. We’ll talk later, and if you still 

want to apologize, I’ll hear it then.”  

He pulled the arm of her robe over her shoulder and leaned down to kiss her cheek. “Get 

up.”  

*** 
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The house was nearly empty. An hour before, Laura emerged from her room and sat at 

the kitchen table. She ate an English muffin and drank a cup of tea. She chewed slowly so they 

could see and Jeremiah and David watched her throat as she swallowed. Laura drew a line across 

the top of a sheet of paper and wrote “To-Do for George”. When she finished the list, Jeremiah 

tugged it gently from hands. Her children left with the list and she remained at the table, staring 

at her empty hands. Her mother sat down across from her, a cup of coffee in her hands.  

“When your father died, I checked out for a while.”  

Laura remembered it well. For a month, she could barely reach her mother. Laura had no 

siblings, no one to call and say “I called her twice today” or “I visited already, you go.”  She 

made daily trips to the house, gathering the mail from the box and stacking it in columns like 

paper skyscrapers on the table in the hall.  When she came, the door to her mother’s room stayed 

closed and locked, and Laura moved about her childhood home like an adult specter. She opened 

windows when she arrived and closed them again before she left. She stood outside her mother’s 

door each day before leaving and turned the knob in her hand, praying that it would give. “I’m 

leaving.” Laura pressed her ear to the door and more often than not she heard silence. Sometimes 

she thought she heard prayer.  

One evening after work, she pulled into the drive. In the darkness, she made out her 

mother’s figure sitting on the porch. When her father died, her mother had been wearing her hair 

long and relaxed. It fell to her shoulders in salt-and-pepper locks. Laura walked up the steps and 

stopped in front of her mother. Paula’s hair was white. Shorn, it sprung in short, soft curls from 

her scalp. Her mother said simply, “I lifted my eyes and understanding returned.”  

At the table, Laura felt her mother’s eyes on her as she continued.  “George’s death is 

new. And I can’t begin to tell you how to grieve for your husband.” 

“He was my life.”  

“It’s been two days and you look like death. How will you make it through the funeral?”  
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“I’ll make it.”  

“You will? What can I tell you that you haven’t already heard? It takes time? No, that’s 

too cliché. Give it over to God? Better, but patronizing.  You know what? I’m going to be 

honest. You need this. Laura, you have two options here: the first is that you can die with 

George. You can throw yourself on the funeral pyre when they burn his body.”  

 “That’s enough.” Laura rested her head on the table. She contemplated the energy it 

would take to get up and leave the conversation, move to the next room. She decided she didn’t 

have it in her.   

Her mother continued. “I raised you better than this Laura. Your other option is to let him 

go. Hold on to what you need of him and put the rest away. Do you know what I did in that 

room?” 

“Ignored me?” 

“I’m sorry I shut you out baby, but I needed my God more. I got angry with Him and 

loud. I screamed His name at the top of my lungs and pulled at my hair. My voice went hoarse 

and my hair thinned and in the silence I remembered Him.  

“Who, daddy?” 

“No” 

“You know what? Daddy dropped dead. I watched George waste away for five years. I 

prayed for him, every day, for five years. There wasn’t a day that went by where I didn’t 

consider the inevitability of his death. If I screamed now I wouldn’t stop.” 

“Shut me out if you have to. Slam the door on Jeremiah and David. Lock yourself away 

in this house. But don’t keep God out.”  

Her mother left then and Laura let the silence of the house descend upon her. The words 

of the conversation embedded themselves in her mind like landmines. She stepped carefully 

through the space, walking around traps like God and faith, depression and Satan.  
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Fifteen minutes later, she found herself on her hands and knees, scrubbing the kitchen 

floor and wishing her thoughts would come clean. She moved into the hallway next, but stopped 

when the brush dipped into a soft groove in the floor. George had fallen from his wheelchair 

there. He had the cane before the chair; it was mahogany and polished to a high sheen. The small 

mallard on the end was ridiculous and the thought of it made Laura laugh. She remembered that 

he went to work then, and she would stand in the door on early mornings and watch him limp to 

the car.  

She got the call during her free period at school. Laura’s hands shook so badly that she 

held them in her coat pocket until she got to her car. She dropped her keys twice beside the door. 

In the car, she prayed, she pled the blood, she wrapped George in Amen. Laura remembered 

feeling fear for the first time. 

George’s business partner Joe met her at the hospital, looking so guilty that Laura wanted 

to slap him.  

“What happened?” 

“George insisted. He seemed fine, steadier than in the last few days. I’m so sorry Laura.”  

 George had fallen ten feet from some unfinished stairs in a housing development. He 

looked broken. They put a pin in his hip and set his broken arm. She slept standing up in the 

waiting room, afraid to miss the call that he’d been released from surgery. The next morning she 

stood at his bedside and felt something begin to dry in her. A week later, they rolled him out of 

the back of the ambulance and into the house. He didn’t walk again.  

The afternoon that he fell, George had taken the corner too fast and the shiny spoke 

caught on the running board, spilling him onto the hardwood floor. Laura was in the kitchen 

when she heard the noise.  

“What happened old man?”  

“Give me a hand up, grandma and I’ll tell you the story.”  
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Laura hooked her arms beneath his and bent, lifting at the knee. She gave up after a 

moment and collapsed beside him on the floor, laughing. The laughter died on her lips as she 

looked at him. He’d lost weight. His legs were small beneath the folds of his sweatpants. He’d 

began laughing with her, but stopped quickly when he couldn’t catch his breath as easily as she. 

She left him there, bringing him a pillow from the bedroom and talking to him from the kitchen 

while she finished fixing dinner. They stayed like that for an hour, until David came home from 

school. Laura thought of this instead of the other times, when David wouldn’t be coming home 

for hours, or when George cried as he tried to lift himself from the floor, arms buckling beneath 

his weight. Laura curled her body around the floor’s scar.  

 She stayed there until her hip began to hurt, numb where it pressed into the hardwood 

floor.   
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Quintin Collins 

The Second Coming of Christ 

In response to Heid E Erdrich's "Desecrate" 

  

Mary Magdalene has been stripped bare. 

Halos gleam at the center of her naked breasts. 

Twisting fingers caress her unfettered skin. 

Her loving, tender smile breaks into piercing moans. 

She breathes into the flesh of Jesus of Nazareth, 

stares deep into a camera, and bites bottom lip. 

The director calls for the finish. The Christ dies and ascends. 

There will be plenty of backlash from Christians. 

The production company will make a statement 

deep from within the sweaty orifice of San Fernando Valley: 

Jesus became man. Men love pornography.  
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For Pecola Breedlove 

After reading Toni Morrison's The Bluest Eye 

 

"Whenever something was missing, Marie attributed its disappearance to 'something in the house 

that loved it.'"  

 

I 

Here is the picture show. 

It has Jean Harlow. 

She is very pretty. 

Here is the family. 

Pauline, Cholly, Sammy, Pecola. 

Pauline lives in the black and white 

picture shows.  

 

Eye color is an inherited trait. 

Blue is recessive. 

Fear dominates. 

 

II 

See shirley 

shirley is very nice 

shirley will you play with pecola 

see mary jane 

mary jane is smiling 

mary jane will you play with pecola 

 

The first time Pecola went missing 

only her brown eyes were left  shivering  

beneath the  bed sheets. 

She wanted to be pretty-eyed  

like movie screen starlets shuckin' and jivin', 

peanut butter penny candy portraits. 

The curly Shirley and Mary Jane paradigms 

played like blue and blonde picture shows. 

 

Shirley's temple 

comes with a  

a sacrificial alter. 

 

III 

Herecomesmissmarieandmisschinaandmisspoland 

theywillplaywithecolatheywillplayagoodgame 

playpecolaplay 

 

Rural blues dripped from Miss Poland's 

strawberry serenades. 

Kentucky swished Pecola's hips. 
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IV 

The second time Pecola went missing 

everything went; even the brown eyes. 

Must be something in the house 

that loved her. 
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Amanda Fowler 

 

City Winter 

 

 

Queen Moon reigns this season in the city; 

Her piercing glow makes the earth lose its breath 

That hangs, shroud-like, without the least pity 

O’er skeletal trees, defeated in death. 

Glimmering alluringly, fresh white snows 

Hum in siren songs with wind whistling past. 

To those who’d spoil this virgin, it bestows: 

Chapped lips and reptilian hands lambast. 

For the snow that has dared to melt too soon, 

It dangles in purgatory off eaves, 

Daggers glinting, spotlighted by the moon, 

Maliciously scouting life to bereave. 

Someday, delinquent sun will return here; 

Life will champion; and death disappear.
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Spring’s Insurgence 

 

 

Impetuous Spring, who boldly supplants 

The dénouement of cruel Winter’s reign— 

The quixotical hero’s chant enchants 

Timorous flora to unfurl again. 

 

Clever Snowdrop wields petals of white: 

A surreptitious insurgence of life. 

Camouflaged, they rise above winter’s blight— 

The first bold soldiers, till flowers are rife. 

 

Fresh blades of grass slice through petrified earth— 

Choosing the chance of shriv’ling to cold death 

In name of reviving this land of dearth, 

They shan’t wait one more second to give breath. 

 

By winds impregnated with life renewed, 

Dormant aspirations are now imbued. 
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Sugar, Spice, & Everything Nice 

 

 

is the name of her cupcakery. 

When her eyelids droop 

from so many late nights, 

like an uncooperative buttercream, 

she runs a fingertip 

along the sugar crystals 

dusting the counter— 

which are, of course, 

a casualty of creativity. 

She tastes the forgotten sparkles, 

borrowing their energy. 

So she must be dreaming 

when she pipes 

thick swirls of frosting— 

whimsical clouds 

atop vanilla reveries. 

She sculpts life 

from nothing— 

a dozen fondant pandas 

lounge on green frosting bushes 

that will surely 

stain your teeth, 

if you can ever stop marveling. 
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Tempest 
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Tempest 

 

 

A fusillade of raindrops goads my fury: 

a tempest within a tempest 

swirls for you, around you, the eye— 

and it is sunny where you are. 

Our chakra is the same 

but it pulls you inward and impels me out, 

and although we are two hundred miles apart, 

we are attached, always— 

our tether weathers all, 

even this storm that I have created 

to protect you, the only one I love 

uncontrollably, and violently 

I will kill or be killed for you. 

When I finally turn my own eye 

to you, the eye, I wonder— 

When did my baby sister grow up?  
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Dad’s Coffee 

 

 

He brews my favorite coffee every Sunday, 

always strong, genuine, comforting; 

not transparent, but warm— 

an acquired taste 

to love forever. 

 

He sits across from me at the table 

and asks me how I’m feeling. 

The little dramas of my life 

spill forth, while he listens 

with his ears and eyes, 

silently gauging my health and happiness. 

 

Finally, his sagacity pierces through 

the steam rising thickly from my mug, 

the mist pooling on my bottom eyelids. 

I drink it all in, listening, 

but trying not to notice 

the gray hair I have accrued on his head. 

 

The brew makes me feel deep, satiated, rich. 

Our Sunday morning cups fill us up 

for the week looming ahead, 

and I silently vow 

not to put any more gray hairs on his head. 
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My Mother’s Quilt

I did not understand then 

why she horded mountains of fabric, 

collecting but so rarely creating; 

I could not see the tessellations in her mind. 

Why, she horded mountains of fabric! 

I looked on in dismay, judging. 

I could not see the tessellations in her mind: 

arrangements without rhyme or reason. 

 

I looked on in dismay, judging— 

and I, not the only one. 

“Arrangements without rhyme or reason!” 

All her quilting instructors would disparage— 

 

with I, not the only one 

ripping her confidence to shreds so easily— 

all her quilting instructors would disparage— 

and it tore like silk, beautiful and delicate. 

 

Ripping her confidence to shreds so easily, 

we grounded her dreams 

and they tore like silk, beautiful and delicate; 

but her mind never stopped quilting. 

 

We grounded her dreams, 

so she gathered the materials, 

and her mind never stopped quilting, 

even for me. 

 

So she gathered the materials, 

excited to share her visions 

especially for me, 

and she made me a quilt. 

 

Excited to share her visions 

once I walked across that stage, 

she made me a quilt, 

quilting secret messages to me. 

 

Once I walked across the stage, 

she handed me hours of love and devotion: 

quilted secret messages to me. 

I did not see them. 

 

She handed me hours of love and devotion: 

thousands of stitches celebrating me. 

I did not see them, 

and I cast them aside. 

 

Thousands of stitches celebrating me, 

embedded in waves of greens and purples, 

and I cast them aside, 

along with her dreams for me. 

 

Embedded in waves of greens and purples, 

through a sea of squares, lay an intricate path 

of her dreams for me 

of a simple beginning with endless petals of 

future. 

 

Through a sea of squares, an intricate path lay 

in my mother’s quilt. 

With endless petals of future, a simple 

beginning: 

2000 stitched proudly on the path; I didn’t see it 

then. 

 

My mother’s quilt: 

“It doesn’t have its soul yet,” she smiled. 

2000 stitched proudly on the path; I didn’t see it 

then, 

and thus it lay ten years an embryo. 

 

“It doesn’t have its soul yet,” she smiled; 

it’s because I haven’t touched it in a decade. 

It lay ten years an embryo, 

waiting for my permission to grow. 

 

Because I haven’t touched it in a decade, 

I can’t believe my mother is smiling, 

waiting for my permission to grow. 

I see her visions now. 

 

I can’t believe my mother is smiling, 

all this time waiting for my approval. 

I see her visions now, 

And they’re inside this quilt. 

 

All this time waiting for my approval, 

I am finally in awe of the brilliance 

that’s inside this quilt— 

and now, I understand.
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